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MORE FAKE NEWS
FROM not-only THE VINDICTIVE
HOLOCAUST FABRICATORS/LIARS

THIS IS HOW THEY DO IT!
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*Remember the dialectic trick for winning an argument against the designated enemy, and
German philosopher Martin Heidegger’s succinct comment, published only in 2014:

The Jews, with their marked gift for calculating, live, already for the longest time,
according to the principle of race, which is why they are resisting its consistent
application with utmost violence.

_______________________________________________
The Jewish War on White Australia:
Colin Tatz and the Genocide Charge —
PART ONE of FOUR
By Brenton Sanderson, September 6, 2018

Captain James Cook statue, with graffiti
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January 26 is Australia Day, a national public holiday
marking the date the first permanent British settlers
(mostly convicts) arrived in Sydney in 1788. These
thousand or so souls — transported to the other side of
the world and told to fend for themselves — laid the
foundations for one of the most successful nations in
history. Traditionally a day to celebrate this remarkable
achievement, Australia Day has, in recent years, been
attacked by leftwing activists who, emboldened by the
escalating anti-White rhetoric of the intellectual
establishment, have rebranded it “Invasion Day.” Every
year sees shrill demands for Australia Day to be moved
to another date, recast as a day of mourning, or
abolished altogether. Despite the growing agitation
against Australia Day, two-thirds of Australians favor
retaining the date as a national public holiday.
Speaking to an “Invasion Day” protest rally in Melbourne
this year, Aboriginal activist Tarneen Onus-Williams,
screamed: “Fuck Australia,” expressing her hope “it
burns to the ground.” A statement produced by her
organization, the so-called Warriors of the Aboriginal
Resistance (WAR), drew freely on the Cultural Marxist
lexicon, insisting they “would not rest until this entire
rotten settler colony called Australia, illegally and
violently imposed on stolen Aboriginal land at the
expense of the blood of countless thousands, burns to
the fucking ground, until every corrupt and illegal
institution of white supremacist, patriarchal, capitalist
settler colonial power forced upon us is no more… Fuck
your flag, your anthem and your precious national day. …
Abolish Australia, not just Australia Day.” Aboriginal
activist Tony Birch insisted Australia “does not deserve a
national celebration in any capacity,” while OnusWilliams later claimed “people who celebrate Australia
Day are celebrating the genocide of Aboriginal people,
waving Australian flags in our faces. It’s disgusting.”
Aboriginal activist Dan Sultan likewise maintained that
Australia Day marks the “day that started the ongoing
genocide of our people.” A local councilor for the city of
Moreland (in Melbourne) claimed that commemorating
Australia Day is “like celebrating the Nazi Holocaust.”

Tarneen Onus-Williams at an “Invasion Day” protest rally
on January 26

The origins of the “genocide” charge embedded in these
comments can be traced (inevitably) to a coterie of
Jewish academics and intellectuals including, most
prominently, Latrobe University historian Tony Barta and
Sydney University genocide studies professor and “antiracism” crusader Colin Tatz. In collaboration with Winton
Higgins, Anna Haebich, and A. Dirk Moses, these Jewish
intellectual activists have succeeded in ensuring that
“genocide is now in the vocabulary of Australian politics.”

The word “genocide” was first used regarding Australia’s
Aborigines by Barta at an academic conference in 1984 in
a
presentation
entitled
“After
the
Holocaust:
Consciousness of Genocide in Australia” where he
proclaimed that “genocide had indeed occurred here.”[1]
For Barta, a laudable focus on “the Holocaust” had
“inhibited consciousness of the violent past that had
enabled us to meet on ground named after the colonial
secretary, Lord Sydney. The question was equally
suppressed where I had settled with my family, the city
named after Lord Melbourne.”[2]
The policies of the British administrators of the Australian
colonies of the late-eighteenth and nineteenth centuries
and those of Australian state and federal governments in
the twentieth century, cannot, by any objective standard,
be regarded as “genocidal” as the term was defined by
Raphael Lemkin, the Polish-Jewish jurist who coined it in
1944. The problem for anti-White activists has been that
Lemkin’s definition, subsequently adopted by the UN,
relies heavily on “intent to destroy,” which has proved
problematic in an Australian context where, “without
being able to prove intent on behalf of the colonial
administration, the case for genocide is weak.”[3] Barta,
therefore, redefined “genocide” to make it encompass
the totality of European colonial societies like Australia.
His redefinition was “a way of obviating the centrality of
state policy and premeditation” embedded in Lemkin’s
‘hegemonic intentionalist’ definition of genocide.”[4]
Lemkin had defined “genocide” as involving “a
coordinated plan of different actions aiming at the
destruction of the essential foundations of the life of
national groups, with the aim of annihilating groups
themselves.” Aware no such plan or policies existed for
Australia’s Aborigines, Barta — extrapolating the Marxian
emphasis on economic relations for understanding
sociological reality —argued for “relations of genocide” as
an inherent feature of the interaction between Europeans
and indigenous peoples in colonial societies like Australia.
He writes:
Genocide, strictly, cannot be a crime of unintended
consequences; we expect it to be acknowledged in
consciousness. In real historical relationships, however,
unintended consequences are legion, and it is from the
consequences,
as
well
as
the
often-muddled
consciousness, that we have to deduce the real nature of
the relationship. In Australia very few people are
conscious of having any relationship at all with
Aborigines. My thesis is that all white people in Australia
do have such a relationship; that in the key relation, the
appropriation of the land, it is fundamental to the history
of the society in which they live; and that implicitly rather
than explicitly, in ways which were inevitable rather than
intentional, it is a relationship of genocide.
Such a relationship is systemic, fundamental to the type
of society rather than to the type of state, and has
historical ramifications extending far beyond any political
regime. … My conception of a genocidal society — as
distinct from a genocidal state — is one in which the
whole bureaucratic apparatus might officially be directed
to protect innocent people but in which a whole race is
nevertheless subject to remorseless pressures of
destruction inherent in the very nature of the society. It
is in this sense that I would call Australia, during the
whole 200 years of its existence, a genocidal society.
[Emphasis added][5]

Thus “all white people in Australia” are implicated in a
“relationship of genocide” with Aborigines even if they
(or their ancestors) lacked any such intention, had only
benevolent interactions with Aborigines, or had no
contact with them at all. When colonial, and later state
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and federal governments implemented policies designed
to protect Aboriginal people, “genocide” was, for Barta,
still “inherent in the very nature of the society.” This
amounts to a sweeping moral indictment of all White
Australians and their ancestors, and of Western
civilization generally.

An “inspirational moment”
Recalling how he was inspired by Barta’s genocide thesis,
Jewish academic Colin Tatz claimed it “set my wheels
going about seeing not parallels or analogies but echoes
of the Holocaust here — at the very least making me
realize that genocide doesn’t have to be a sharp
annihilatory episode confined to 1939 to 1945.”[7] For
Tatz, Barta’s presentation was an “inspirational moment
and one that became central to my life thereafter.”[8]
Embracing and weaponizing the bogus notion of the
“Stolen Generations” (discussed in Part 4), Tatz claims
that as a result of “the public’s first knowledge of the
wholesale removal of Aboriginal children, the dreaded ‘g’
word is firmly with us,” affirming that the “purpose of my
university and public courses” is “to keep it here.”[9]

Tony Barta

Barta’s redefinition of genocide enabled him to conclude
that “Australia — not alone among the nations of the
colonized world — is a nation founded on genocide.” He
advocates this message “be the credo taught to every
generation of schoolchildren—the key recognition of
Australia as a nation founded on genocide.”[6] Decades
of activism has succeeded in embedding this ahistorical
notion in school curricula where White Australian children
are encouraged to loathe not only their race, but also
their ancestors and to disregard their achievements. The
Sydney Jewish Museum is proudly playing its part in
training Australian teachers “not only about the
Holocaust” but also about “the Australian genocide.” It is
this kind of anti-White activism, masquerading as
objective historical analysis, that foments the seething
hostility to White Australia seen in recent attacks on
Australia Day.
This activism, and the widely-publicized removal of
confederate monuments in the United States, prompted
the disfiguring of a statue of Captain James Cook last
year with the slogans “NO PRIDE IN GENOCIDE” and
“CHANGE THE DATE” (see lead photograph). Lisa Murray,
the City of Sydney’s official historian, defended this act of
historical illiteracy (Cook had nothing to do with the First
Fleet) for challenging the cultural power of White
Australia. For her, the real vandals were the cleaners
who removed the graffiti. “Should the graffiti have been
removed?” she asked. “Is challenging the dominant
historical narrative a legitimate part of the monument’s
heritage? I ask again; should the graffiti have been
removed. … Slave traders and representatives of colonial
imperialism are equally on the nose in Britain, parts of
Europe and America.”
Far from being a slave trader, Captain James Cook led a
scientific voyage of discovery that charted the east coast
of Australia for the first time in a ship containing
botanists, an astronomer, artists and boxes of scientific
equipment. This reality did not prevent Bronwyn Carlson,
a Macquarie University associate professor who identifies
as Aboriginal, from calling for tearing down not just
Cook’s statue, but those of Lachlan Macquarie, Australia’s
fifth colonial governor, on the basis that such statues
“continue to represent those people who were part of
genocide in this country.”

Colin Tatz

According to Barta, Professor Tatz has “achieved his
goals as an activist scholar.” His recent publications
include: The Magnitude of Genocide, his memoir Human
Rights and Human Wrongs, and his latest book,
Australia’s Unthinkable Genocide. His work has,
unsurprisingly, been praised to the skies by other Jewish
activists and intellectuals. Israel Charny, Executive
Director of the Institute on the Holocaust and Genocide
in Jerusalem described The Magnitude of Genocide, as
“an amazingly readable intellectual tour de force. Rarely
have I seen the dread topic of genocide addressed so
humanely and interestingly.” Acknowledging Tatz’s
increasing success in conferring on Australia a global
reputation for “genocide,” Barta contends that:
His attack on the membrane of ignorance and innocence
was sustained and effective. Work on Australian genocide
by other scholars combined with Indigenous activism
began to bring international attention to bear on our
history. I believe the most cited and defining intervention
was Tatz’s 1999 paper “Genocide in Australia,” supported
by his path-breaking work on racism. He succeeded in
installing genocide studies as an academic discipline with
institutional support and founding [the academic journal]
Genocide Perspectives to stimulate Australian scholarship
in an environment of ignorance, ideology and interests
resistant to any association with genocide.[10]

Barta and Tatz, in their determination to associate White
Australians with “genocide,” obviously have agendas and
interests of their own. Barta’s agenda leads him to insist
that White Australians who reject his tendentious
characterization of their history, “as settler-colonial,
based on genocide,” will necessarily “deny others their
history — as victims or perpetrators or bystanders — of
conflicts elsewhere.”[11] The result of the “genocide
denial” of White Australians is, he contends, the creation
of “a climate in which Australia shows no compassion for
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those fleeing conflict and seeking better lives
elsewhere.”[12]
Here the real motivation of Barta’s intellectual activism is
revealed: the inculcation of White guilt to suppress
opposition
to
non-White
immigration
and
multiculturalism. Barta’s colleague, A. Dirk Moses,
recently associated critics of these policies with “Anders
Breivik and Steven Bannon” for their suggesting
“Western countries are succumbing to a poisonous
cocktail of multiculturalism, Muslim immigration, political
correctness and cultural Marxism that dilutes the white
population and brainwashes young people at school and
university.” According to Tatz, White people who reject
his “genocide” label exhibit psychological disturbances
manifested in “paroxysms, ranging from upset to
extreme angst to even more extreme anger, when the
(literal) spectres of genocide appear as facets of their
proudly democratic histories.”[13]
Inevitably, Barta and Tatz liken rejection of, or even
ambivalence toward, their assertion that “Australia is a
nation built on genocide” to “Holocaust denial.” Here they
are joined by fellow Jewish academic and leading
proponent of the “Stolen Generations” myth, Professor
Robert Manne. Former editor in chief of The Australian,
Chris Mitchell, noted Manne’s penchant for “manipulation
of the idea of the Holocaust for political advantage,
particularly in the Stolen Generations debate,” observing
“this Holocaust tactic, like the related use of the word
‘denier,’ is a simple trick to undermine an opponent’s
moral position when a polemicist has little intellectual
case.”[14] In levelling the “genocide” charge against
White Australians, these Jewish activists seek to exert
the kind of psychological leverage used so effectively
against Germans, who, as Tatz notes, are “weighed down
by the Schuldfrage (guilt question)” to such an extent
that
“guilt,
remorse,
shame
permeate
today’s
Germany.”[15]

Robert Manne’s essay “In Denial: The Stolen Generations
and the Right” as published in ultra-Zionist Morrie
Schwartz’s Quarterly Essay

Tatz has dedicated his professional life to ensuring that
an analogous guilt permeates and becomes indissolubly
linked with White Australian identity. In this endeavor, he
is careful, however, not to detract from the metaphysical

pre-eminence of “the Holocaust.”[16] A writer for the
Australian Jewish News notes how “painful memories of
the Holocaust still resonate and make us sensitive to
comparisons,” emphasizing the supreme importance of
ensuring that “recognizing the genocide of the Aboriginal
inhabitants of Australia does not diminish the horror of
the Holocaust.” To mitigate this danger, Tatz insists that,
in discussing other putative genocides, scholars have an
obligation to never “ignore, or evade, the lessons and
legacies of the Holocaust in pursuit of other case
histories.” The Holocaust must forever remain “the
paradigm case, the one more analyzed, studied,
dissected, filmed, dramatized than all other cases put
together.” It must endure as “the yardstick by which we
measure many things” and be the highest point on “a
‘Richter Scale’ that can help us to locate the intensity,
immensity of a case so that we don’t equate all
genocides.”[17]
Jews at the forefront of Aboriginal activism
Australia’s Aborigines, in contrast to Jews, are a group
characterized by extremely low average intelligence, and
are, therefore, a poorly organized and essentially
headless community devoid of effective leadership. It is
unsurprising, therefore, that activist Jews, with their
deep animosity toward Europeans, have been pivotal in
establishing, funding, and leading Aboriginal activist
organizations. This Jewish activist front is an adjunct of
a broader campaign by transform Australia through nonWhite immigration and multiculturalism. Dan Goldberg,
journalist for Haaretz and former editor of the Australian
Jewish News, observed how “In addition to their activism
on Aboriginal issues, Jews were instrumental in leading
the crusade against the White Australia policy, a series of
laws from 1901 to 1973 that restricted non-White
immigration to Australia.”
Jewish journalist Debra Jobson insists that “Indigenous
people need additional voices raised on their behalf given
that the ‘tyranny of the majority’ can oppress within a
democracy, as we can see in Trump’s America.” For the
Jewish academic Nikki Marczak, the intellectual activism
of Colin Tatz “embodies the relationship between the
Jewish community and Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples.” Tatz, who describes himself as “the
anthropologist of the White tribes of policy makers and
bureaucrats,” is frustrated by “the reluctance of
Aborigines to go international with their grievances.
There is some external activity but not nearly enough
when compared to the strategies of other minority
groups.”[18] Noting the outsized Jewish contribution to
Aboriginal activism in Australia going back decades, The
Sydney Jewish Museum declared last year that:
When we say, “never again” to the Holocaust, we make a
moral judgment about the German nation. We don’t
accept the claim that they didn’t know. Many did know,
and those who didn’t, should have. Thanks to the work of
scholars like Colin Tatz and the work of lawyers like Ron
Castan, in 1992 in the Mabo Case, the High Court was
able to make a judicial statement that “Aborigines were
dispossessed of their land parcel by parcel, to make way
for the expanding colonial settlement.” … The late Ron
Castan summarised it well when he commented on what
motivated his legal work for Aboriginal people: “What
was the meaning of my determination to do my part
never to permit a future destruction of the Jewish people,
if I just stood by and participated in the bounty and
opportunity of the Australian nation?

In a 1998 speech, Castan implored the government to
say it was sorry, citing Holocaust denial in his argument:
“The refusal to apologize for dispossession, for
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massacres and for the theft of children is the Australian
equivalent of the Holocaust deniers — those who say it
never really happened.”
Tatz welcomes the fact that White Australian identity has
increasingly broken down when “confronted with
increasingly strident Aboriginal assertions and other
ethnic challenges to the assimilationist mould. The old
shibboleths about ‘one people’ people sharing the same
hopes, loyalties, customs and beliefs began to fragment
some time ago.”[19] This social fragmentation is the
direct (and fully intended) result of mass non-White
immigration and multiculturalism: Jewish-originated and
-championed policies designed to preserve Jewish
particularism, while demographically, politically and
culturally weakening a White Australia seen as
threatening to Jews. The supposed benefits to Australian
Jewry of this social transformation, most notably the
diminished threat of the emergence of a mass movement
of anti-Semitism among White Australians, is perceived
to outweigh any negative effects of large scale
immigration like the fact that “Some Australian Jews fear
that migrants arriving from Muslim countries will
contribute to anti-Semitic currents in Australia, inflame
extremist groups and pose a threat to the relative peace
they currently enjoy.”[20]
Activist Jews know full well that racial and cultural
heterogeneity are prime sources of national weakness. In
a recent opinion piece entitled “Iran is Hardly a Nation
and Will Likely Fall Apart,” Mordechai Kedar, a Zionist
academic from Bar-Ilan University in Israel, contended
that “there is no such thing as an Iranian people or an
Iranian nation.” Instead, Iran is, he asserts, a country
divided into various ethnic and religious groups riven by
conflicting interests. He notes that “All these parts of the
population have little in common, the awareness of
nationhood is weak and, as a result, the state is always
under threat of breaking apart.” He urges Western
nations to facilitate this disintegration by finding “those
anti-ayatollah forces” to “support them and empower
them to bring Iran to the same end that met the Soviet
Union and Yugoslavia by creating homogenous ethnic
states on the ruins of the artificial state of Iran.” Divide
and conquer remains the overriding Jewish group
strategy pursued at both national and international
levels.
[1] Colin Tatz, Human Rights and Human Wrongs: A Life
Confronting Racism (Clayton, Victoria; Monash University
Publishing, 2015), 251.
[2] Tony Barta, “Realities, Surrealities and the Membrane of
Innocence,” In: Genocide Perspectives: A Global Crime,
Australian Voices, Ed. Nikki Marczak & Kirril Shields (Sydney:
UTS ePress, 2017), 161.
[3] A. Francis Johnson, Australian Fiction as Archival Salvage:
Making and Unmaking the Postcolonial Novel (Boston: Brill
Rodopi, 2016), 198.
[4] A. Dirk Moses, “Genocide and Settler Society in Australian
History” In: Genocide and Settler Society: Frontier Violence and
Stolen Indigenous Children in Australian History, Ed. A. Dirk
Moses (Sydney: Berghahn Books, 2004), 26.
[5] Tony Barta, Relations of Genocide: Land and Lives in the
Colonisation of Australia (Los Angeles: Sage, 2008) 239-40.
[6] Ibid., 238; 174.
[7] Tatz, Human Rights and Human Wrongs, 251-52.
[8] Colin Tatz, Australia’s Unthinkable Genocide (Xlibris; 2017),
499.
[9] Colin Tatz, With Intent to Destroy: Reflecting on Genocide
(London; Verso, 2003), xvi.
[10] Barta, “Realities, Surrealities and the Membrane of
Innocence,” 173-4.

[11] Ibid., 66.
[12] Ibid., 66-7.
[13] Tatz, With Intent to Destroy, xiii; xvi.
[14] Chris Mitchell, “A critic untroubled by facts who seeks to
silence dissent,” The Australian (Sydney, September 17, 2011).
[15] Colin Tatz, Australia’s Unthinkable Genocide (Xlibris; 2017),
3009.
[16] Tatz, With Intent to Destroy, xiii.
[17] Tatz, Human Rights and Human Wrongs, 261.
[18] Ibid., 356.
[19] Tatz, With Intent to Destory, xvi.
[20] Marcus Einfeld, “We Too Have Been Strangers: Jews and
the Refugee Struggle,” In: New Under the Sun — Jewish
Australians on Religion, Politics & Culture, Ed. Michael
Fagenblat, Melanie Landau & Nathan Wolski (Melbourne: Black
Inc., 2006), 311 & 314.

Comments:
Barkingmad says:
September 6, 2018 at 9:28 am
“…the creation of a climate in which Australia shows no
compassion for those fleeing conflict and seeking better
lives elsewhere.”
A “better life” until the kitty’s empty – then no more
swag for you, O ye seekers of a “better life”. Ha ha ha.
Good article, Sanderson.
Curmudgeon says:
September 6, 2018 at 10:44 am

Assuming that the “activist scholars” (an oxymoron) are
correct in their assertions of genocide by White colonists,
why is it that they they have no explanation as to how
3rd world non-White immigration will not worsen the
effect on aboriginals? White colonization = bad, nonWhite colonization = good.
On another note, why does no one ask the likes Tarneen
Onus-Williams, who is culturally appropriating European
culture, what is stopping her from displaying only her
aboriginal culture, complete with kangaroo bone nose
piercing?
Directly challenging these false narratives “for idiots” by
demonstrating that they are little more than a bag of air,
is everyone’s responsibility.
Charles Frey says:
September 6, 2018 at 8:38 pm

C, Australian and New Zealand polls of the Natives
have shown, that non-white immigrants treat the
Aboriginals worse than the Whites do, or supposedly do.
Curmudgeon says:
September 7, 2018 at 10:27 am

Yes Charles, as it is in Canada. Our “redskins” know
that they get more out of Whitey than they can ever
hope of getting out of any Asian or African.
I left out a NZ reference, due to there being
different evidence of settlement as it pertains to
“original” peoples. I came across this fascinating bit,
quite by accident.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2z6PlYiQSTs
Note the reference to the red haired giants, which
were also found by early American settlers in the
Missouri River valley.
Danielle says:
September 6, 2018 at 2:23 pm
Sounds like yet another case of the Jews having found a low
IQ non-white race in which to weaponize in order to further
genocide the white man. i admit i am not familiar with the
holocausting of the aborigines people as the indigenous
inhabitants of australia. as i learned it as a child from jew
owned american mainstream television, the brits sent their
low life scoundrels here to rot. of course it took the white
man to turn a vhast unsettled land into a thriving and fullyfunctioning first world civilization. what would have
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happened if not for them? the aborigines certainly wouldn’t
have built anything besides their mud huts.
Karen T says:
September 6, 2018 at 2:38 pm
Brenton Sanderson’s composure enabling him to write this
piece is admirable. I needed to step outside for a breath of
fresh air half way through. They accuse white nations of being
born in blood, meanwhile these sheeny vampire bats migrated
into each and every white nation, finagled themselves into
positions of influence, and after sucking the last drops of blood
from their host nations, set the peoples against each other.
Two centuries ago white explorers/invaders of Australia,
Canada and the United States sometimes fought with the
Aboriginals and being better armed usually won. A nasty
business for sure but whites have since made amends. Jews
on the other hand are still genociding their neighbours and
using bombs rather than muskets, but where are the cries of
Israels’ genocide from these hypocrites?
Aboriginals claim to lament their lost lifestyles. Maybe so, as
our disconnect from Nature has, in my opinion, disconnected
us from Life. However, they own large tracts of land and have
the option of living in Nature which only a tiny minority utilize.
Others have made a success of their reserves and these
Aboriginals get along well with whites. Many have turned their
reserves into shanty towns, dreary and dirty places, where
alcoholism and drug abuse are rampant. One could say that
this is the end result of hopelessness, comparable to white
communities fallen to poverty, crack and opiates, the
difference being that the whites aren’t able to scapegoat the
White Man. Worst of all are the Chinese, Asians and Africans
who come en masse to Australia and Canada to benefit from
the white man’s accomplishments and degrade us as ‘racists’
and ‘white trash’.
Tom says:
September 6, 2018 at 2:41 pm
Until it is established that all racialisms are equal and worthy,
white racialism will continue to be maligned as “racist” while
all non-white racialisms will be heralded as moral imperatives.
Either all racialisms need to be made taboo (an impossibility
since all peoples are instinctively racialist) or the current
taboos have to be removed from white racialism.
Rerevisionist says:
September 6, 2018 at 3:14 pm
Just a few notes— I remember in the early 1970s (the late) Bertrand Russell’s
Peace Foundation publised material by ‘Laurie Aarons’ of the
Australian Communist Party’. As regards Jews, Russell was a
perfect ‘useful idiot’.
— Someone called George Mikes, now identifiable of course as
a Jew from Hungary, published a book on Australia bewailing
the ‘white Australia’ policy! How could they be so awful.
— Don’t forget Australia, presumably under the Jewish thumb,
was famous (according to Chomsky) as violent killers in
Vietnam. Something that the ‘Occidental Observer’ is careful
not to observe. Neither are Jews (it was their policy) or the fat
abo – or supposed abo, as much ‘aboriginal’ as
Soetero/Obama is black.
— More appropriate cultural clothing would be nudity, though
perhaps we should be grateful for its absence.
— Sanderson’s piece is very good, but the sheer lack of
information about Jews makes it seem defensive and
wounded, rather than aggressive. Who appoints these lowgrade superstitious ‘academics’? Where does the money come
from, in detail? Who provides the scripts and training for the
fakestorm ‘activists’ and their cryptic support casts? Let’s hope
parts 2 to 4 reveal names, figures, facts, including the deeds
of ‘Jew’ scum.
— And it’s time to seriously collate the narrow and repetitive
tricks used by Jews and their publicists.
Charles Frey says:
September 6, 2018 at 8:29 pm
R, it’s time to rethink and rephrase your comments.
Right man for the job says:
September 6, 2018 at 3:40 pm

Hopefully some enterprising Aussie will write a definitive
history of Jews about that continent replacing the usual kosher
slop
served
out
by
Princess
Suzanne
Rutland.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Suzanne_Rutland
The kind of history I would welcome would be in the genre
that produced the background for the American dilemma.
https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Relationship-BetweenBlacks-Jews/dp/0963687700
Beware…gory
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JjIXwkX1e48
Richard B says:
September 6, 2018 at 6:01 pm
The whole point of telling non-Whites that they were victims of
Genocide was to justify the Genocide of Whites. Just as the
accusation of White Supremacy was to justify Jewish
Supremacy.
It’s is true that the White Left willing participated in this, but
only in the abstract. To this day many on the White Left remain
convinced that they will never have to face the consequences.
That’s starting to change. Not necessarily because they want it
to. But because they’re being shut out. As many of us predicted
long ago.
Charles Frey says:
September 6, 2018 at 8:16 pm
If memory serves, it was a Canadian woman on TV Ontario, who
related her ancestor research.
Her mother had immigrated from Australia and later told her,
that her own mother, as a mere 14 year-old had been ”
transported ” from Great Britain to Australia. One can only
surmise her treatment as an unprotected girl, by one and
sundry.
This heralded, narcissistic, unequalled superb British Judicial
System, had spared her life, generously reducing a death
sentence to transportation, due to her tender age. How very
empathetic ! Her crime, calling for a death sentence, along with
205 other such unforgivable offenses ? She was the younger of
two girls who had locked a third girl into one of the London
slums public toilets, stripped her and sold her clothes.
Regrettable, that apparently too few tax evaders were
transported from England’s debtor prisons, assuming they ever
made it that far, after screaming ” anti-Semitism ” : initially to
General Oglethorpe’s prisons in Georgia and the Carolinas, and
after the American Revolution to down under.
Have these self-styled Australian Jewish intellectuals, mentioned
here, not realized, that all their combined accusations against
White Australia, are first and foremost applicable to themselves,
within their very own ” only democracy in the Middle East ” ,
accentuated by their recent Nation State exclusionary bullshit
Law ? Or to their habitual renting the King’s expendable
redcoats in their successful attempt to steal gold and diamond
fields from the Boers, while being the first to create the
Auschwitz-Birkenaus in South Africa ?
An absolutely nauseating, devastating and fascinating article.
Self-aggrandizing aggression as human rights concerns.
Defecation on logic by the truck-load. Rewriting of history.
Projection of demonic motivation onto others. Sophistry. Ad
infinitum. In short: typical !
Fenria says:
September 6, 2018 at 8:48 pm
All these whiny aborigines sure have no problem living off the
welfare system, provided to them by the very existence of
Australia, the nation, and the white taxpayers who fund it, now
do they.
Danielle says:
September 7, 2018 at 4:02 pm
Fenria, absolutely! It is the same here in the USA with these
third world mudders and illegal mexicans. enough is never
enough, and now that they have been weaponized by the
filthy Jew, they have become more emboldened than ever. i
struggle some days believing this is the same country i grew
up in during the 70s and 80s and I could cry for hours.
RouterAl says:
September 7, 2018 at 2:55 am
Sorry to say this but Tarneen Onus-Williams looks like a fat
mulatto stooge for Jewish trouble makers , out to turn
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Australia into an even bigger failed state than the Aboriginals
made of it. My sister in law who moved to Australia in the 60’s
tells me that the mulatto aboriginals are the problems always.
Never fit in not white not Aboriginal enough so they channel
their guilt into anti-white rhetoric. The Aboriginal’s are people
who never even invented the wheel , or had any metal
working skills , nor were farmers they were pure hunter
gathers with pretty barbaric attitudes to their own women and
children.
This is a Jewish money extracting scam that the mulatto
Aboriginals will see nothing of, white guilt seems to work still.
Well it does not with me I just give them a slight rework of
Shelly’s line “Look at my works, ye harpy , and despair”.
jeff miller says:
September 7, 2018 at 5:19 am
Mr Sanderson wrote a series in 2017 called “The Jewish War on
White Australia,” which was also published in four parts. This is
going to cause confusion.
Edward Harris says:
September 7, 2018 at 7:42 am
I was told by family and friends :
At the end of the 1930’s the jews originaly from Russia left the
UK. for the USA and Empire, incuding Aus, names changed of
course.
They were replaced by Jews from Germany, many of them
criminals.
There were ~405,0Jews in Hungary in 1944 who were sent
North for forced labour.
The transports were attacked by the USAAF which with ill
tereatment and old age accounted for 35,000 dead.
In 1945 70,000 went back to Hungary to run the place,
300,000 went into the English speaking World including Aus.
These are not the biblical Jews but East European converts,
converted by the Rabbis in the Middle Ages.
More Jews = more money for the Rabbis.
The Rabbi racket is all about money.
Curmudgeon says:
September 7, 2018 at 9:13 am
Thank you for that, Karen.
Slavery was never legal in Canada. The end of the underground
railroad was Canada. My long deceased aunt’s family were
Empire Loyalists who moved into Southern Ontario in the 1780s.

She was comfortable around Blacks growing up, because many
families had lived in the area for 100 years, and behaved like
“us”. A late cousin and his wife, who lived in a Detroit suburb,
often spent the weekend in different Ontario towns within an
hour of Detroit. Although there were, compared to the rest of
Canada, many blacks in the area, he maintained that they were
“a different class nigger”.
Today, we have Black Lives Matter chapters protesting slavery
and a Black, Grenadian immigrant, Liberal Member of Parliament
telling a Quebecois Member of Parliament to “check his
privilege”, and a Somali immigrant in charge of our immigration.
My late aunt would be appalled, and I suspect my cousin would
see no difference in “class”.
T.Gilligan says:
September 8, 2018 at 4:10 pm
An impractical and at once hyperthetical reaction would be for
every European White Australian to return to their ancestral
ethnic home.
This may involve the complete deconstruction of the very
building fabric that adores the streets in towns and cities in
Australia; remove all the accountrements and amenities,
museums, bridges, and so on.
In essence, all that remains is the ‘indigenous Aboriginal land’ in
it’s rawest most natural state, as if unvisited by the British.
This is the ultimate bluff-call and it would have endless
repercussions: quite so for the genocide industry race-pedlars
and promoters. Another affect would be razor sharp in nonEuropean immigration to the land down under. The
permutations are many-fold.
T.Gilligan says:
September 9, 2018 at 4:28 pm
To clarify one of my concluding sentences, ‘Another affect would
be a razor sharp increase in non-White, non-Christian, nonEuropean to the land down under’.
Examples of this deracination are underway in S.Africa;
Zimbabwe is a good example of a skills vacuum to racially
engineer and transform the land management, farming. How is
that going?
*https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2018/09/06/t
he-jewish-war-on-white-australia-colin-tatz-and-thegenocide-charge-part-one/

-------------------------------------------------------------------------PART TWO
Arriving in Australia

September 7, 2018
Jewish penchant for critiquing Western societies, Tatz
claims that “Whatever else, I am a ‘product’ of Lasswell,
of Cecil Roth and his notion that Jews (or some Jews) are
the eternal protest-ants, of the doctrine of the Jewish
Sages about tikkun olam. It is a synonym for social
action, a conscious manipulating of skills to be proactive
rather than reflective or contemplative.”[1]
Cecil Roth, a Jewish historian, had argued “Jewish
intellectualism” was primarily about “protesting at the
insufficiency of the status quo.” Tatz agrees, and points
to “a Jewish existential value which asserts that history
has taught us that whatever is, no matter what it is, it is
not good enough—hence the moral dictate of tikkun
olam, that one is compelled to try to repair a flawed
world.”[2] Of course, for “fiercely argumentative” Jews
like Tatz, a “flawed world” is any world where Jewish
Professor Colin Tatz
interests are not forever prioritized. Tatz claims that “My
Colin Tatz is a stereotypical Jewish intellectual activist
activism is motivated by both personal and societal
whose mindset is characterized by an intense
alienation,” and the “inner dynamic of my life, the
ethnocentrism and an equally intense hostility to the
foremost factor, is my version and interpretation of my
traditional people and culture of the West. He reflexively
Jewishness.” He notes that a “related if not conjoined
subjects White people and Western societies to radical
propulsion” is “a lifelong devotion to matters of race and
critique while exempting Jews from any equivalent
racism.”[3]
evaluation. Identifying with, and taking great pride in the
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Tatz makes no pretense of Jewishness being anything
but an essentially biological phenomenon. Despite being
an avowed atheist he remains a proud Jew, declaring his
“unshakeable admiration, even a veneration for what I
call Jewishness,” observing how “I remain within even
while lacking faith, ritual, observance or any sense of
Covenant.”[4] For Tatz, Jews comprise an easily
identifiable ethnic type
characterized by
“body
mannerisms, the shrugs, distains, the ever-present
deprecatory and interrogative tenses of body and
voice.”[5]
Tatz is a descendent of the Litvaks, the Jews from
Lithuania who, prior to their recent mass exodus from
post-Apartheid South Africa to countries like Britain and
Australia, made up ninety per cent of that country’s
120,000 Jews. According to Tatz, Lithuanian Jews were
“economically forlorn and politically intimidated” and left
Lithuania in “hordes” in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, the majority landing in England, the
United States and South Africa. He notes that “In South
Africa I learned to live in a Lithuanian communitas, a
transposed shtetl world of like-minded, like-speaking,
like-behaving people. It was a society in transition from
Tsarist oppression to a semi-welcomed ethnic minority
moving into modernity.”[6] The hyper-ethnocentric
mentality of South Africa’s Lithuanian Jews was
encapsulated in “daily pontification about the Jewishgoyishe divide” and his grandfather’s refrain that “The
worst of ours are better than the best of theirs.”[7]
During World War II the South African government
officially supported the Allies, with Prime Minister Jan
Smuts appointed to Britain’s war cabinet. Despite this,
most Afrikaners backed the Germans, and Tatz claims his
childhood in South Africa in the 1940s was dominated by
awareness of “a raging world war, civil strife between the
pro- and anti-war forces, between English- and
Afrikaans-speakers for political power, violent antiSemitism in a country rife with fascist movements, the
seeming calamity for Jews when the Nationalist Party
came to power in the late 1940s, the fear of rising racial
tensions of the 1940s, 1950s and beyond.”[8] Tatz
claims to still be haunted by “domains that are
oppressively black and cruelly white; and me, not quite a
crowd—Jewish, alienated, migratory, and deeply troubled
by food.”

Colin Tatz in South Africa in the 1950s

Tatz’s obsession with the inveterate “anti-Semitism” of
White people took deep root early in 1945 when,
attending a cinema, “a loud but hidden voice hushed the
cinema audience, urging children under twelve to leave
the cinema for ten minutes or to place hands over their
eyes. We stayed and peeked through fingers—at the first

Bergen-Belsen footage. This was incomprehensible: how
could people be so skeletal? Were they human? Were
they us?” It was under the strength of such early
influences that his “morbid obsession with genocide had
begun.”[9] This ultimately led to his “studying, teaching,
writing and talking a great deal about genocide and
Holocaust especially.”[10] Tatz is one of those Jews,
who, as he expresses it, bases “their quintessential
beings—their political and psychological souls and
psyches—on their genocidal victimhood.”[11]
Hatred of Daniel Malan
In 1948 the Nationalist Party of Daniel François Malan
came to power in South Africa on a platform of greater
segregation of the four officially recognized races: Whites
(or Europeans), the Cape Colored people (originally
descendants of mixed unions between male Dutch East
India Company officials, local farmers, soldiers, and
settlers with local Hottentot and Bushman women),
Indians (originally indentured Tamil laborers), and the
Black majority (Bantu-speaking Africans known variously
as Kaffirs, Natives, Bantu and Blacks). While Malan
coined the term “apartheid,” South Africa’s first laws,
regulations, and customs segregating the races date
back to the 1770s. Apartheid was subsequently extended
and entrenched under the “granite philosophy” of Dr
Henrik Verwoerd in the 1950s who regarded it as model
for the rest of the world to follow. Tatz claims that:
In early teenage years I began to take notice of the
separate racial facilities: red buses and trams for Whites,
green ones for Blacks, each with its own stops; separate
ambulances; separate elevators in buildings; separate
queues in post offices; different hospitals; all-White
schools (we didn’t even know where Black children went
to school); all-White cinemas, concerts; separate and
much smaller stands for blacks at sports events; separate
entrances and exits in buildings and businesses; Blanke
and nie-Blanke signs on public benches and public toilets.
Churches were segregated in the sense that Whites and
Blacks attended in separate shifts: Blacks usually at the
earliest possible time slots and Whites at the most
convenient ones.[12]

Tatz claims to have found all this deeply morally
offensive, despite Jewish ethnic segregation having been
a normative part of the Lithuanian Jewish subculture he
claims to still revere. His real aversion to the South
Africa of his youth lay, however, in what he describes as
“the virulent anti-Semitism of Afrikaner nationalism and
the right-wing movements.” According to Tatz, the
atmosphere was such that “I didn’t really belong; on the
surface, yes, but more a sense of toleration by virtue of
being considered, but only barely, part of the ‘White
race.’”[13] The South African state classified Litvaks,
who made up 90 per cent of South Africa’s 120,000
Jews, as White, but neither the Afrikaners nor British
descendants welcomed these clannish interlopers.
In the mid-1930s South Africa stopped all Jewish
immigration. Malan, an Afrikaner nationalist acutely
aware of the Jewish Question, declared in 1939 that “We
have, moreover, the Jewish problem which hangs like a
dark cloud over South Africa. Behind organized Jewry
stands the organized Jewry of the world. They have so
robbed the population of its heritage that the Afrikaner
resides in the land of his fathers but no longer possesses
it.”[14] According to Tatz, Malan, whom he regards as
demonic figure, “cuddled and coddled” the various proGerman Shirt movements like the Ossewa Brandwag
(Ox-Wagon Guard) who “attacked synagogues [and]
Jewish shops . . . and printed and distributed Nazi
leaflets and propaganda.” Malan, who would go on to
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lead South Africa as Prime Minister between 1948 and
1954, regarded Jews as an “unabsorbable minority.”[15]

Daniel François Malan

Despite their relative economic success, many South
African Jews felt alienated by life under Malan’s rule, and
Tatz claims that “Here, indeed, was a special kind of
alienation, of belonging but not quite belonging, of Jews
hoping, believing, even preaching, that they were
mainstream South Africans but somehow sensing that
they had no place in this white South Africanism.”[16]
Tatz heard that thirteen Jewish families had migrated to
Australia in 1948 “on the basis that life under the
frightening Dr Malan wasn’t livable.”[17] He was, a
decade later, to join them.
As a deeply (and stereotypically) alienated Jew, Tatz
assessed that life in apartheid South Africa presented
him with five options. He dismissed the first, of
identifying with mainstream Afrikaner nationalism, as
“impossible.” The second, of identifying with Black
nationalist movements, initially attractive, was ultimately
not to his taste either. The third option, embraced by
many South African Jews, was to join the Communist
Party. Tatz claims he rejected this option because he
didn’t need the “false camaraderie which accompanied
Jews when they joined the Russian Revolution in
1917.”[18] The forth option was “to put on blinkers and
pretend that there was nothing amiss around me.” For
the intensely political Tatz, this was simply “out of the
question.” The fifth option, which he initially adopted,
was to stay in South Africa and “write critiques of the
system.” He pursued this option while a postgraduate
student at the University of Natal, and it led to his first
book, Shadow and Substance, written as a moral critique
of South Africa’s racial policies. The sixth option, which
he ultimately embraced, was “to remove myself from this
environment altogether.”
The disingenuous nature of Tatz’s moral opposition to
apartheid South Africa is revealed by the fact that,
having committed himself to emigration, his first
preference was to head to Israel: a nation founded on
terrorism, ethnic cleansing, and institutionalized ethnic
discrimination and apartheid. Tatz recounts that by 1959
he had decided to leave South Africa with his wife Sandra
by the end of 1960. His plans changed when he was
informed that an academic job was unlikely to become
available in Israel because rich American professors
“were free to volunteer their vacation services and they

occupied all positions.” Tatz claims that, “Pretty shaken
at the rejection of what I believed was young and willing
talent, we were at a loss. Part of me still tells me that we
should have persisted, and that Israel was the
emotionally sensible place to be.”[19]
Tatz sees no irony in his desire to leave a supposedly
morally-objectionable South Africa for the Jewish ethnostate of Israel.[20] One searches in vain through his
voluminous writings on “genocide” and “racism” for even
passing acknowledgement that Israel was founded on
ethnic cleansing (where ninety per cent of the Indigenous
Palestinian population have been killed or expelled). The
Zionist project has created some eight million Palestinian
refugees, and the highly abusive, violent and indefinite
confinement of presently five million Palestinians: two
million in the Gaza Strip and three million in the West
Bank. Israeli Palestinians live as third-class citizens under
a two-tier political and legal system. None of this is ever
mentioned, let alone condemned, by the sanctimonious
Tatz, nor the fact that Israel’s immigration policy openly
discriminates against non-Jews, and bans marriage
between Jews and non-Jews.
Instead he remains a fervent Zionist, and recounts how
arriving in Israel in 1976, thanks to a state-sponsored
three-week visit, “was an emotional turmoil evoking
pangs about why I wasn’t there as a resident.”[21] While
in Israel, Tatz was given access to figures like General
Moshe Dayan, Prime Minister Yitzak Rabin, the Eichmann
Prosecutor Gideon Hausner and Foreign Minister Abba
Eban. He recalls that “I hardly needed such a visit to
make me Israel-aware, but the visit evoked an emotional
reaction. I couldn’t wait to go there again and
again.”[22]
The rank (but entirely characteristic) hypocrisy of this
Jewish intellectual activist is also evident in his having
written several books about the “racism” supposedly
endemic in Australian sport while participating in the
Maccabi Games in Israel—a strictly Jews-only sporting
festival. In his 2011 book One-Eyed: A View of Australian
Sport, he contended that Australia’s traditional
preoccupation with sport was evidence of the deepseated racism and misogyny that undergirded White
Australian society, and touted his book is a “strong and
provocative piece of social and political criticism” that
explores themes of “militarism, or Empire-ism, Britain’s
motherhood, sport and war, sport as moral education,
anti-femininity, racism” amongst others.[23]
Since the end of apartheid, over 15,000 South African
Jews have migrated to this incurably “racist” Australia.
Tatz claims these Jews “are the world’s most educated
émigrés, 70.8 per cent at tertiary level, the most wellheeled, the most cosmopolitan in the way they travel,
the only migrant group capable of spending time and
money coming on visits before selecting their relocation
spots.”[24] Even he has been taken aback by the
insularity of these newcomers, observing how “socially,
spatially, culturally, religiously, they huddle in enclaves
of their own creation.” “Marrying out” for these intensely
parochial Jews means marrying a non-South African
Jewish spouse.
Tatz ascribes this hyper-ethnocentrism to the fact that
“the shtetl remains engraved in their immigrant souls.”
From the time of the mass Jewish exodus from Lithuania
to South Africa in the early twentieth century, these Jews
were, he notes, “saturated” with the notion of
separateness. Ever-willing to wallow in the soothing
psychological balm of lachrymose Jewish victimhood
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narratives, he also attributes their extreme ingroup
preference to “the specter of antisemitism, the dark
shadow of rejection by an anti-Semitic and intolerant
world.” It is only among themselves, he maintains, that
they can “relax at least for a while—laugh, cry, be brash,
busy, creative, funny and not worry about what the
goyim think.”[25] The reputation of South African Jews in
Australia took a significant hit in 2009 when the Sydney
Morning Herald reported that Barry Tannenbaum, a
South African Jewish immigrant, had scammed investors
out of $1.5 billion in a Ponzi scheme that was likened to
Bernie Madoff’s crime in the United States.
Tatz evinces no embarrassment at the state of the postApartheid South Africa that he and countless other Jews
strived to bring about (Jews made up all six of the
“whites” indicted in the Rivonia Trial of 1963 when
several leaders of ANC, including Mandela, were given
life sentences for plotting terrorism against the
government). “I have taught many courses on South
African racial history” he observes, “and still find the
energy to read of events in the ‘rainbow country’—even
with a doom-laden sense of watching a failed state or
one looking perilously like one.”[26] Ignoring the
ongoing mass murder of White South African farmers, he
notes with anguish how Cape Coloreds, now ten percent
of the population, “are increasingly converts to militant
Islam, filled with Jihadist hate and violence, especially
towards Cape Town’s remnant Jewish population.”[27]

prompted by his appointment as a lecturer in politics and
sociology at Monash University. Life in a prosperous, safe
and orderly White middleclass suburb of Melbourne was
purgatory for Tatz, who recalls how “We lived in Mount
Waverley—then a social and cultural disaster zone but
reasonably close to Monash—and endured that suburban
wasteland from 1964 to the end of 1970. The American
Jewish comic Allan Sherman once said he lived in 10
Sparrowfart Lane; our house was definitely number
8.”[30]
Further ethnic networking led to his wife landing “a
useful and attractive job at Jewish Welfare in [the suburb
of] South Yarra, as assistant to Walter Lippmann, an
outstanding figure in Jewish multicultural and migration
affairs.”[31] Walter Lippmann was, as I have previously
discussed,
the
driving
force
behind
getting
“multiculturalism” embedded at the heart of state and
federal government social policy. Lippmann also
successfully lobbied for the creation of Australia’s first
dedicated refugee policy and, then, its expansion in
numbers and countries of origin.
Distaining to send his three children to a local school
“heavily populated by a Christian Science congregation,”
Tatz approached
Bialik College, a Zionist-oriented Jewish Day School in
[the inner Melbourne suburb of] Hawthorn. Despite our
inability to meet the fees, the Israeli principal wanted the
three children. It was arranged that we could make
desultory payments until our fortunes improved. The
school was good for the children. They rode to school in a
taxi subsidized by Bialik but even with that trip taken
care of, Sandra drove something like 80km daily.[32]

Tatz’s willingness to go to extreme lengths to avoid
sending his children to a local goyish school is
noteworthy given his claims to have first become aware
of “social injustice,” and that “something was particularly
amiss for Jews” in South Africa, in noticing the separation
of Jewish and non-Jewish students at his school in South
Africa, the King Edward VII High School, where “We were
kept truly apart . . . with no explanation or justification.”
For Tatz, this “embryonic awareness launched a lifelong
journey into the study of politics and race.”

Jewish cartoonist Jonathon Shapiro recently equated
Australian Immigration Minister Peter Dutton with
leaders of apartheid South Africa for his willingness to
save White South African farmers from mass murder

Having been generously allowed to migrate to Australia
in 1960 to pursue postgraduate studies at the Australian
National University in Canberra, Tatz repaid the
hospitality of his new host by plunging into what he
describes as the “unexpectedly depressing realm of
Australia’s race relations.”[28] Arriving in Canberra he
quickly plugged into Jewish ethnic networks.
On my first day I walked to the nearest payphone, looked
up J for Jewish, found a number and spoke to a public
servant, David Smith, later official secretary to five
Governors-General and knighted. Stay where you are, he
said, and 20 minutes later we were under his family’s
friendly wing. The very small Jewish community met for a
few services at the Riverside Huts and for the high holy
days in a hired trade union hall, and although we couldn’t
contribute financially we were accepted as fully-fledged
members of that small society.[29]

Tatz speaks with contempt of the Anglo-Australian
society of the 1960s and 1970s that he and his family
“endured.” A move from Canberra to Melbourne was

Australian patriotism Bialik College-style
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Tatz left Monash University in 1971 after being appointed
the chair of politics at the University of New England in
New South Wales where he established courses “on
comparative race politics, racism and nationalism, and on
Aboriginal studies for teacher trainees in particular.”[33]
In 1982 he took up the chair of politics at Macquarie
University in Sydney. After studying at the Yad Vashem
Holocaust Center in Jerusalem in 1986, he founded the
Centre for Comparative Genocide Studies and introduced
a genocide studies course at Macquarie. It was during
repeated visits to Yad Vashem in the 1980s that he
claims his “experiences, observations and analyses of
racism
merged
into
a
stream
of
Holocaust
consciousness.”[34] Yad Vashem provided him with a
new “analytical toolbox” in which the Holocaust
connected seemingly disparate cases of racism, such as
those experienced by Aboriginal Australians and Native
Americans, that at first glance “have little in common
with processes in the Third Reich.”[35] Dissatisfied with
funding, Tatz relocated the center to the University of
New South Wales in 1999.
Kevin MacDonald has written extensively about the
Jewish guru phenomenon, of Jewish intellectual leaders
who take on a semi-divine status in the minds of their
adoring acolytes. Tatz’s guru is the “great Holocaust
scholar” Yehuda Bauer who he describes as his “mentor
and inspiration.”[36] Tatz first met his idol at Yad
Vashem during the first Gulf War in 1991, and claims
hearing or reading Bauer always left him awestruck by
his “intensity, passion, and dedication to both detail and
to the broader sweeps of that history.”[37] The lessons
that Tatz internalized from his guru are that White people
are inveterate and incorrigible “anti-Semites” and that
the hopes of Jewish activist organizations of eventually
eliminating “anti-Semitism” are illusory:
Yehuda Bauer once said that of the death of 50 million
people worldwide because of Hitler’s war against the
Jews doesn’t deter people from hating, baiting and
harming Jews, then nothing will. A sobering thought as I
have come to accept his dictum that anti-Semitism is part
of the Western world’s intellectual and populist baggage.
It has always been there and always will be despite some
valiant efforts by Jewish organizations to combat it. … If
one believes that anti-Semitism is a “disease,” a “mental
disorder,” one can understand the efforts at therapy. If
one accepts it as “normal,” one can stop chasing down
badly or insultingly worded crossword clues, offbeat
comments on talkback radio, criticism of Israel and its
military and [golf club] Royal Sydney’s membership
policy. I believe that sanction is the only plausible
remedy, one that can halt overt action against people and
property; some Australian jurisdictions are halfway there
with the criminalization of hate speech and incitement to
racial hatred. Although you can do something to stop
anti-Semitic behavior, you can’t stop the mindsets.[38]

A proponent of the full criminalization of “anti-Semitism,”
Tatz is generally skeptical of attempts by Jewish activist
organizations to fight criticism of Jews through reeducation programs like “Click against Hate,” an “early
intervention” program run by Australia’s Anti-Defamation
Commission for schoolchildren from Years 5 to 10 that is
funded by billionaire Jewish property developer (and
ardent Zionist) John Gandel. Tatz maintains that:
Race relations education programs the world over have
shown that trying to educate people out of their racism
doesn’t work. Founded in 1913, the reputable AntiDefamation League (ADL) in the United States is
dedicated to fighting anti-Semitism and all forms of
bigotry. It has had a few wins and a few interventions,
but essentially one has to say that its campaigns on anti-

Jewish sentiment and behavior has had little, if any,
success in broad terms. (Much of the anti-defamation
activity the world over treats racism as some form of
illness and in need of a therapeutic approach. For reasons
difficult to comprehend, making racism illegal is rarely
considered an option.)[39]

Despite his skepticism regarding the effectiveness of
Jewish re-education programs, Tatz remains a staunch
advocate for the introduction of courses about
Aborigines, anti-Semitism, and “the Holocaust” in schools
and universities. Despite the ubiquity of “the Holocaust”
in Western culture, with its constant solicitations to White
guilt, Tatz finds “disturbing” the “reluctance of
curriculum-setting people, in schools and universities, to
take the subject on board.”[40] In 2012 the New South
Wales Jewish Board of Deputies succeeded, after intense
lobbying, in having study of “the Holocaust” mandated
for all New South Wales school students. Tatz
recommends that all students should make a pilgrimage
to the Holocaust shrine of Auschwitz. His massage is “to
go and see it, feel it, cry, gasp, take very deep breaths,
and then recognize, in this very place, the stark reality
that Jews will never be liked, let alone loved; that despite
European Jewry enriching the world, much of the
European world wanted to be rid of Jews and assisted the
Nazis in their mission.”[41]
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Comments:
Right man for the job says:
September 7, 2018 at 8:37 am
Over the last century or so many observers of perfidious Jewish
infiltration have made analogies about the Jew to various forms
of insects, vermin, chameleons, etc. The deviousness of the Jew
might also be explained in terms of completely unearthly things,
unnatural creatures more devious and deadly than any
paroxysmal virus. Movie buffs may remember cinema remake
“The Thing” (1982), succinctly summarized by IMDB: “A
research team in Antarctica is hunted by a shape-shifting alien
that assumes the appearance of its victims.”
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0084787/
How prosaic: A SHAPE-SHIFTING ALIEN THAT ASSUMES THE
APPEARANCE OF ITS VICTIMS.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ftmr17M-a4
Reply
JimB says:
September 7, 2018 at 1:32 pm
Very astute, RMFTJ. I’ve often made that same comparison.
Another good sci-fi movie analogy of the “relationship”
between Jew and Gentile is the one between the tripods from
War of The Worlds to humankind.
“They were right here under our feet all along…”
Right man for the job says:
September 8, 2018 at 3:27 pm
Thanks!
royAlbrecht says:
September 7, 2018 at 12:20 pm
“…the Holocaust shrine of Auschwitz. His massage is “to go and
see it, feel it, cry, gasp, take very deep breaths, and then
recognize, in this very place, the stark reality that Jews will
never be liked, let alone loved; that despite European Jewry
enriching the world, much of the European world wanted to be
rid of Jews and assisted the Nazis in their mission.”…”
Here, the Defective Jew provides White Nationalists with an
excellent opportunity.
Since Jews have gone to all the trouble of doing the ground
work scheming, funds misappropriation, false propaganda
generation, lying, artificial museum and artifacts generation,
etc..
W.N. have only to stand at the gate and pass out a simple two
or three page flyer that asks all the “wrong” questions,
points out all the contradictions and basically deals the double
knock out blow of debunking the Auschwitz Lie of the Jews while
exposing the general Jewish nature of Criminal Collusive
Behaviour in 30 cents worth of black and white printed material.
After reading our flyer and then taking the Auschwitz tour, any
White Aryan who still pathologically worships the Cunning Jew
can be solidly counted as non-Aryan.
Pat Kittle says:
September 7, 2018 at 6:59 pm
“Invasion of the Body Snatchers”:
—[http://www.filmsite.org/inva.html]
Trailer:
— [ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x3cZJ3iURzk ]
(Colin Tatz pods are real.)
Right man for the job says:
September 8, 2018 at 3:37 pm
Please keep this item secret… I am working on a new
blockbuster movie entitled “Invasion of the Money
Snatchers,” starring George Soros and a host of Russian
oligarchs. Shhhh….. It’s a secret!
https://nationalvanguard.org/wpcontent/uploads/2018/06/trickery.jpg
Fredrick Toben says:
September 7, 2018 at 10:55 pm
The fight against such a mindset is difficult and time consuming
because, as Martin Heidegger so succinctly summed up the
dialectic trick used: >>The Jews, with their marked gift for
calculating, live, already for the longest time, according to the

principle of race, which is why they are resisting its consistent
application with utmost violence.<<
Holocaust Revisionists do not use such violence, and so I
approached the battle from the legal perspective – in courts.
Unfortunately, such battles are all too often a mere power battle
– "with utmost legal violence", and twice I was bankrupted – am
still done in for $1,5 m.
If interested, this is a basic list of cases, a fight that began in
the courts in 1996:
1. Toben v Nationwide News Pty Ltd; Toben v Mathieson (No 3)
[2015] NSWSC 1862 (3 December 2015) [100%]
(From Supreme Court of New South Wales; 3 December 2015;
15 KB)
2. Toben v Nationwide News Pty Ltd; Toben v Mathieson (No 4)
[2016] NSWSC 224 (14 March 2016) [100%]
(From Supreme Court of New South Wales; 14 March 2016; 11
KB)
3. Toben v Nationwide News Pty Ltd; Toben v Mathieson [2015]
NSWSC 1784 (30 November 2015) [100%]
(From Supreme Court of New South Wales; 30 November 2015;
89 KB)
4. Toben v Nationwide News Pty Ltd & Ors [2017] HCASL 73 (30
March 2017) [79%]
(From High Court of Australia Special Leave Dispositions; 30
March 2017; 5 KB)
5. Toben v Nationwide News Pty Ltd [2016] NSWCA 296 (4
November 2016) [79%]
(From Supreme Court of New South Wales – Court of Appeal; 4
November 2016; 152 KB)
6. Toben v MathiesonToben v Nationwide News Pty Limited
[2013] NSWSC 1530 (18 October 2013) [79%]
(From Supreme Court of New South Wales; 18 October 2013;
39 KB)
7. Toben v Nationwide News Pty Ltd & Ors [2017] HCASL 73 (30
March 2017)
…and before that responding to the action initiated in 1996, and
concluding in 2012 with bankruptcy, by members of Australia’s
Jewish community:
1. Jones v Toben [2000] HREOCA 39 (5 October 2000) Human
Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission; 5 October 2000;
2. Toben v Jones [2002] FCAFC 158 (21 May 2002) Federal
Court of Australia – Full Court; 21 May 2002;
3. Jones v Toben (includes explanatory memorandum) [2002]
FCA 1150 (17 September 2002) Federal Court of Australia; 17
September 2002;
4. Toben v Jones [2003] FCAFC 137 (27 June 2003) Federal
Court of Australia – Full Court; 27 June 2003;
5. Jones v Toben (Corrigendum dated 20 April 2009) [2009]
FCA 354 (16 April 2009) Federal Court of Australia; 16 April
2009;
6. Toben v Jones [2009] FCA 585 (2 June 2009) Federal Court
of Australia; 2 June 2009;
7. Toben v Jones (No 2) [2009] FCA 807 (30 July 2009) Federal
Court of Australia; 30 July 2009;
8. Jones v Toben (No 2) [2009] FCA 477 (13 May 2009) Federal
Court of Australia; 13 May 2009;
9. Toben v Jones [2009] FCAFC 104 (13 August 2009) Federal
Court of Australia – Full Court; 13 August 2009;
10. Toben v Jones (No 3) [2011] FCA 767 (8 July 2011) Federal
Court of Australia; 8 July 2011;
11. Toben v Jones [2012] FCA 444 (3 May 2012) Federal Court
of Australia; 3 May 2012;
12. Toben v Jones [2012] FCA 1193 (31 October 2012) Federal
Court of Australia; 31 October 2012.
bruno says:
September 8, 2018 at 11:07 am
This article was extremely relevant to a recent experience.
Sitting in a rehab center an obese young female ambulated
through the door. She was about 5’ 6” and 300 pounds. She had
a particularly interesting shirt. It was the star of David in a
unique style that I had never seen. It was almost as if it was
looking over the world. It was colorful and pleasant to the eye.
The individual had an accent. I asked if she was from a certain
section of Australia. She laughed, was very friendly and noted
she was a South African.
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Immediately she was asked about the physical atrocities being
committed by blacks on blacks. This was followed by a query
pertaining to the murders hitting the large Boer population of
about 5 million. I enquired twice about the escalation of SA
crime.
At first she was reluctant to reply. Then, she was gregarious and
seemed happy that others had engaged in conversation. She
would correct wrong thinking. According to her, first of all, she
wanted us to know that she was born in beautiful Johannesburg.
When SA crime escalated she moved to Israel. She later went to
Thailand. She had secured a job teaching English. It was within
an adolescence environment. Later, she met an American and
that’s the reason she resides in the USA.
At first she had ignored and tried to sidestep the interrogation
about assaults and killing of Boers. When there was a second
inquiry as to exactly why SA crime, overall, had become
astronomically unsolvable, her reply was mind boggling. She
emphasized that there had been a long battle by various tribal
nations to obtain fairness from the oppressive White regime.
She knew this firsthand. Her family had been combating what
she termed the oppressive apartheid regime.
Those sitting were uneducated as to why South Africa had crime
that was exceedingly similar to some of the City States within
the USA. When she spoke a Snow Bird, from Illinois, mentioned
the primitive horrors of Chicago and his birthplace outside of
Warren (it’s near Detroit). This upset the young lady. She
harshly noted that was a racist statement.
She inferred that the sky high SA crime was a result of blacks
being held down. As for the Boers, they had an disproportionate
ownership of land. Besides, the number of murders had been
exaggerated.
Further, she insisted that the new South African Constitution
was fair to all genders and races. She had moved from Israel
not only for economic reasons. Unofficially, the population of Tel
Aviv rejected the equality of gays, lesbians and transvestites.
She rejected prods about the Arab population in Israel. She
emphasized Muslims were terrorists.
Her shirt had said plenty without her having said a word.
Karen T says:
September 8, 2018 at 12:23 pm

Thank you. This is one of the best, as in revealing, essays I
have read here or anywhere else. It’s sad and frustrating that it
is not required reading at Universities and published as op-eds
in newspapapers throughout the world, confined instead to what
is relegated as the fringe ‘far right.’ The question it brings up, at
least to my mind, are Jews such as Tatz blatant, conniving, liars
or simply insane?
Pete says:
September 9, 2018 at 4:03 pm
Jews have no intellect. They have what is equivalent to what
zombies have ; this NEED to survive. Intellect has nothing to do
with anything. Their big blabbermouths open and stay open,
regurgitating axioms and quips ad nauseum, puking their vocal
garbage at people repeatedly until, as Goebbels put it, the lie
becomes the truth. Never EVER trust a single thing that comes
from the mouth of a Jew !! Never ever trust a Jew around any
sum of money. These animals, these savages, these barbarians
will rape, torture, and murder Gentiles without so much as
batting an eyelash. They are bloodthirsty, genocidal, organharvesting, warmongering, lying, backstabbing, moneygrubbing, psychotic pedophiles enraged with jealousy, their
minds completely usurped by Talmudic vomit. Jews are a CULT,
and work collectively as a HIVE. They are the BORG. Ultimately,
however, they are the world’s biggest cowards and if the White
man finally puts his foot down, would succumb rapidly to our
superior fighting skills. They wouldn’t even stand a chance, and
they know it. So all they have is their big nasty profane mouths
and a HIVE full of brainwashed drones. There is nothing
noteworthy about such people. Their disregard for the human
race is unparalleled. They are classless, fateless, stinking
homosexuals with no empathy, no compassion, just that
zombie-like need for BRAINS, MORE BRAINS !! The White man,
knowing all this, knows what he must do. We just need to be
activated and then it will all happen and the Jews will be
EXTINGUISHED. They take our “tolerance” as weakness. What
little they know, these pesky scumbags. Tick tock.
*https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2018/09/07/t
he-jewish-war-on-white-australia-colin-tatz-and-thegenocide-charge-part-two/

-----------------------------------------------------------------------PART THREE
Critiquing Australia

September 8, 2018
In 2015–16, $33.4 billion of Australian taxpayers’ money
was spent on Aboriginal programs: $44,886 for every
Aborigine in the nation. More than a thousand
government initiatives seek to ameliorate the myriad
manifestations of Aboriginal social and economic
dysfunction. In many communities there is one service
for every five residents. Wilcannia, in New South Wales,
for example, had 102 funded services in 2012 for an
indigenous population of 474. Despite this, Aboriginal
people continue to trail other Australians in virtually all
metrics including life expectancy, child mortality, health,
Professor Colin Tatz
education and employment. As journalist Grace Collier
From his arrival in Australia in 1961, Colin Tatz quickly
noted: “The problems are shocking but seem
identified those aspects of Australian society to his
intractable—we feel horrified and helpless; we don’t
extreme distaste—what he describes as the “warts, some
know how to assist. Worse, no matter how much money
of which I have watched grow into malignant lumps.”[1]
we give, it is never enough. Thirty-three billion dollars a
Foremost among these, he claims, was the gap in social
year goes off into the ether, never to be seen again, and
indicators between White Australians and the Aborigines.
nothing seems to ever improve.”
Australia’s indigenous population has always had the
Despite the burgeoning funding of proliferating Aboriginal
worst health, and the lowest educational, occupational,
programs, the Aboriginal leader and activist June Oscar
economic, and social status of any identifiable section of
had the nerve to excoriate successive governments for
the Australian population. The annual report on progress
“abandoning” their commitment to tackling Aboriginal
in the Australian government’s strategy of “Closing the
disadvantage, and for failing to execute and adequately
Gap” between indigenous and non-indigenous Australians
fund Closing the Gap. Rather than responsibility for the
has been called an “annual statement of failure, a
lack of any improvement residing with Aboriginal people
catalogue of defeat.”
themselves, Oscar maintained that failure of achieve the
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Closing the Gap targets measured nothing but “the
collective failure of Australian governments to work
together and stay the course.”

Closing the Gap Data: The Gap in School Attendance is
Clearly the Result of White Racism

Colin Tatz is dismissive of government efforts to close
the gulf between Aborigines and non-Aborigines, arguing
this approach “reduces Aboriginal Australians to a range
of indicators of deficit, to be monitored and rectified
towards government-set standards.”[2] In his view, the
Closing the Gap strategy is more about “achieving
government desires to alter statistics that look bad for
us, a First World prosperous country.”[3] Tatz attributes
the dysfunction in Aboriginal communities not to
Aborigines themselves, but to the poor treatment he
claims they receive at the hands of White Australian
bureaucrats, whose efforts to relieve Aboriginal distress
are merely designed “to make the ‘rescuers’ look better,
more like decent and democratic colonisers.”[4]
This attempt to blame the intractable social pathologies
of Australia’s Aborigines on the evil legacy of European
colonialism, “genocide” and “racism” is the purest antiWhite propaganda. The traditional hunter-gatherer
lifestyle of the Australia’s Aborigines was severely
disrupted by the arrival of Europeans. There were around
300,000 Aborigines in Australia at the time of European
colonization
in
1788.
Their
numbers
declined
considerably in the decades that followed, mainly due to
diseases contracted from Europeans for which they had
no immunity. Aborigines were also killed by Whites in
violent clashes on the frontier—often in reprisal for
attacks on Whites. Violence against Aborigines was
specifically prohibited by the governing authorities, and
White settlers were charged with murder and executed
for killing Aborigines. The 1961 census reported that the
Aboriginal population of Australia at around 106,000.
This had increased to 171,000 by 1981, and, incredibly,
to over 800,000 in the 2016 census, suggesting the $33
billion in Closing the Gap programs is fueling a
population boom. This figure has been inflated by those
with tiny amounts of Aboriginal ancestry (or none) now
claiming to be Aboriginal to take advantage of the evermultiplying indigenous welfare programs, scholarships
and career opportunities.
Denial of low Aboriginal IQ
Notwithstanding the fact European colonization had a
range of negative effects on Australia’s Aborigines, the
real (though never acknowledged) source of their
dysfunctional communities is their extraordinarily low
average intelligence. According to psychologist Richard
Lynn, the first attempt to estimate the intelligence of the
Australian Aborigines was made by Francis Galton in
1869. From descriptions of their accomplishments, he
estimated that their intelligence was approximately three

“grades” below that of the English. Lynn explains that:
“In Galton’s metric, a grade was equivalent to 10.4 IQ
points. Hence in terms of the IQ scale, he estimated the
Australian Aborigine IQ at 68.8. Seventeen studies of the
intelligence of Australian Aborigines assessed by
intelligence tests have shown that this was a fairly
accurate assessment. … The median IQ of the seventeen
studies is 62 and represents the best estimate of the
average intelligence of Australia’s Aborigines”[5]
The findings from studies into Aboriginal IQ have been
corroborated by a study showing Aborigines have slower
reaction times (reaction time being moderately
correlated with IQ). Four studies of the average IQ of
Aboriginal-European hybrids put it at 78—midway
between the IQs of Aborigines and Europeans. The low
average intelligence of Aborigines is supported by their
very low levels of educational attainment. Lynn notes
that: “Aborigines do poorly in education, consistently
with their low intelligence, showing that their low
cognitive abilities are not confined to their performance
on intelligence tests.”[6] A recent report from the
Grattan Institute found that remote indigenous children
are five years behind the typical student in numeracy, six
years behind in reading, and seven to eight years behind
in writing by the time they are in Year 9 [aged 15]. “In
other words,” according to the study author Peter Goss,
“the average Year 9 indigenous student in a very remote
area scores worse on the NAPLAN writing test than the
average Year 3 [aged 8] non-indigenous student.” The
reality is that a population with a mean IQ of 62 (or even
78 for mixed race Aborigines) is incapable of functioning
effectively in a modern technological society like
Australia.

Tatz exposes himself as an intellectual charlatan in his
comprehensive rejection of the accumulated evidence
demonstrating racial differences in average intelligence.
In his determination to subordinate the truth to his
ethnic agenda, Tatz, who purports to be “meticulous
about matters of fact,” dismisses the accumulated
psychometric evidence by deploying the epithet
“scientistic racism.” His rhetorical technique is not to cite
contradictory evidence (for there is none), but to
catalogue the supposedly wrongheaded and malevolent
claims about race that, he insists, Western scientists
have historically used to justify the oppression of nonWhites:
Appreciating the race factor also requires going through
the growth of “scientistic racism,” that is, the works of
anatomists and physical anthropologists who began to
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examine and compare the human form and then started
to attribute social characteristics to the physical ones.
When physical forms as such could not establish a
“suitable”
hierarchy
of
races,
they
turned
to
measurements of “intelligence,” using craniology (skull
measurement) as the ultimate criterion. Researchers
concluded that Caucasians—named after what was
thought to be the perfect (“white”) skull found in the
Caucasus mountains in Russia—had the largest brain
casing (87 cubic inches), according to physician Samuel
Morton in his Crania Americana (1839). Native Americans
had a mean volume of 82 cubic inches (measured using
mustard seed) that, Morton deduced, made them slow of
thought, averse to agriculture, vengeful, and lovers of
warfare. Ethiopian and black skulls held an even smaller
quantity of seed (78 cubic inches) but their owners’
bodies were the more muscular. Thus, laboratories
spawned the brain versus brawn (or white versus black)
dichotomy that is still prevalent in many circles.
Australia’s Indigenous people (“Australoids”) had less
skull volume than any other people, and were ascribed as
having
even
more
reduced
capacities—a
furphy
propagated in Australian school texts until the 1980s.[7]

Tatz cites no actual evidence to contradict this “furphy,”
and conveniently ignores more recent and precise
measures of skull volume including seven studies
showing the average brain size of Aborigines is
significantly smaller that Europeans (brain size being
correlated with IQ at approximately 0.4). The most
authoritative study of Aboriginal brain size is that of
Smith and Beals (1990) which gave a brain size
difference of 144cc. or about 10 per cent. Tatz also
completely rejects the validity of IQ testing, including the
Stanford-Binet intelligence test which he claims is “still in
use, or misuse, today for streaming children into
different levels of education, for separating classes of
people, the bright from the simple, and so on.” He
contends that, “No matter what spin one puts on modern
IQ testing, it remains of the same genre and ‘scientific’
validity as skull measuring.”[8] For Tatz, IQ tests were
developed as part of the conspiracy by White
supremacists in the U.S. to create a society that was
White and Protestant and excluded Jews and Blacks.[9]
Such sophistry emanates from a man extolled by a
colleague for his “fierce fidelity to truth,” a trait that has
“won him a well-deserved international reputation as an
intellectual,” and has “attracted the toxic enmity of those
who have a vested interest in untruth.”[10] Tatz aptly
characterizes his own egregious denial of racial
differences in intelligence in noting that “individuals and
collectives usually know (or can reasonably infer) a great
deal more than they’re prepared to acknowledge.
Denialist discourses present accounts of circumstances in
question that obliterate or falsify their actual character.
… The common technique is quintessentially assertion
and contention rather than any attempt at demonstration
or affirmation of their viewpoints.[11] He shares this trait
with fellow Jewish academic and “Stolen Generations”
propagandist, Robert Manne, who, as historian Bain
Attwood has pointed out, “asserts rather than
argues.”[12]
Dismissing over a century of psychometric evidence
showing a gulf in mean IQ between White Australians
and Aborigines allows Tatz to ascribe the dismal state of
Aboriginal
communities
exclusively
to
White
malevolence. He even makes the laughable claim that,
prior to the 1960s, “Aborigines were, in general, the
most law-abiding sector of the Australian population,”
whereas now they would have to be “considered,
statistically, to be the most criminal population on the

planet.”[13] Indeed, he claims, “as more education,
training and intervention programs are established, so
more and more youth are imprisoned. Some 28 percent
of all prisoners in custody are Aboriginal, a figure that
brands them as the world’s foremost criminals.”[14] The
link between low intelligence and a greater propensity for
violent crime has been well established by criminological
research.
A study recently published in the British Medical Journal
by Australian researchers found, in a study of about 100
young people aged 10–17 incarcerated in Western
Australia (which has a very high Aboriginal prison
population), 89 per cent had at least one area of severe
neurodevelopmental impairment, such as problems with
memory, cognition or motors skills. The study found
about a quarter were found to have to have an
intellectual disability, with an IQ score at or below 70.
The director of the study, Carol Bower, noted that
“Almost half the young people had severe problems with
language, how to listen and reply and explain what they
think.”
Denial of the anthropological record
In his risible claim that Aborigines were once “the most
law-abiding sector of the Australian population,” Tatz
disregards anthropological evidence showing Aboriginal
societies were, prior to contact with Europeans,
extremely abusive to women and children and generally
violent. In 1995 paleopathologist Stephen Webb
published his analysis of 4500 individuals’ bones from
mainland Australia going back 50,000 years. These bone
collections were at the time being handed over to
Aboriginal communities for re-burial, which stopped any
follow-up studies.
He found highly disproportionate rates of injuries and
fractures to women’s skulls, with the injuries suggesting
deliberate attack and often attacks from behind, perhaps
from domestic squabbles. In the tropics, for example,
female head injury frequency was about 20–33%, versus
6.5–26% for males. The most extreme results were on
the south coast, from Swanport and Adelaide, with female
cranial trauma rates as high as 40–44%—two to four
times the rate of male cranial trauma. In desert and
south coast areas, 5–6% of female skulls had three
separate head injuries, and 11–12% had two injuries.

The high rate of injuries to female heads was very
different from the results from studies of other peoples.
His findings, according to anthropologist Peter Sutton,
confirm that serious armed assaults were common in
Australia over thousands of years prior to the arrival of
Europeans.
From British settlement in 1788, Europeans arriving in
Australia were shocked at the extreme physical violence
Aboriginal men inflicted on their women. Watkin Tench, a
British marine officer who arrived on the First Fleet,
noticed a young woman’s head “covered by contusions,
and mangled by scars.” She had a spear wound above
her left knee caused by a man who dragged her home to
rape her. Tench wrote: “They are in all respects treated
with savage barbarity; condemned not only to carry the
children, but all other burthens. They meet in return for
submission only with blows, kicks and every other mark
of brutality.”[15] Tench observed that when an
Aboriginal man “is provoked by a woman, he either
spears her, or knocks her down on the spot; on this
occasion he always strikes on the head, using
indiscriminately a hatchet, a club, or any other weapon,
which may chance to be in his hand.” British soldier
William Collins recounted how “We have seen some of
these unfortunate beings with more scars upon their
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shorn heads, cut in every direction, than could be well
distinguished or counted.”[16]

Stephanie Jarrett, in her book Liberating Aboriginal
People from Violence, suggests could be grossly underestimated). This is over three times that of the country
with the highest homicide rate in the world in 2017 (El
Salvador at 82.84 homicides per 100,000), and almost
three times that of the city with the highest homicide
rate in the world in 2017 (Los Cabos in Mexico at 111.33
homicides per 100,000).

Watkin Tench

In 1802 an explorer in the Blue Mountains in New South
Wales wrote how, for a trivial reason, an Aboriginal “took
his club and struck his wife’s head such a blow that she
fell to the ground unconscious. After dinner … he got
infuriated and again struck his wife on the head with his
club, and left her on the ground nearly dying.”[17] In
1825, the French explorer Louis-Antoine de Bougainville
observed that “that young girls are brutally kidnapped
from their families, violently dragged to isolated spots
and are ravished after being subjected to a good deal of
cruelty.”[18]
George Robinson observed in the 1830s that Aboriginal
men in Tasmania “courted” their women by stabbing
them with sharp sticks and cutting them with knives prior
to rape.[19] A contemporaneous account by an exconvict named Lingard noted that: “I scarcely ever saw a
married woman, but she had got six or seven cuts in her
head, given by her husband with a tomahawk, several
inches in length and very deep.”[20] Explorer Edward
John Eyre similarly observed that “women are often sadly
ill-treated by their husbands and friends. … They are
frequently beaten about the head, with waddies [clubs],
in the most dreadful manner, or speared in the limbs for
the most trivial offences. … Few women will be found,
upon examination, to be free from frightful scars upon
their head, or the marks of spear wounds about the
body. I have seen a young woman, who, from the
number of these marks, appeared to have been riddled
with spear wounds.”[21]
Tribal warfare and paybacks were endemic among
Aborigines. The anthropologist T.G.H. Strehlow witnessed
a battle in 1875 in Central Australia which was triggered
by a perceived sacrilege: “The warriors turned their
murderous attention to the women and older children
and either clubbed or speared them to death. Finally,
according to the grim custom of warriors and avengers
they broke the limbs of the infants, leaving them to die
‘natural deaths.’” The final number of the dead could well
have reached the high figure of 80 to 100 men, women
and children. Subsequent revenge killings by the victims’
clan amounted to more than 60 people.[22]
Respected historian Geoffrey Blainey estimated that
annual death rates among Aboriginal tribes in the Port
Phillip Bay area were comparable with countries involved
in the two world wars. A tribe in Arnhem Land in
Northern Australia was so violent in the 1920s it could be
placed among the world’s most lethal societies, with a
homicide rate of at least 300 per 100,000 (which

William Buckley
Escaped convict William Buckley, who lived for over three
decades with an Aboriginal tribe around Port Phillip Bay
in present-day Victoria in the early nineteenth century,
witnessed constant raids, ambushes and massacres.
Buckley noted how the Watouronga tribe of Geelong in
night raids “destroyed without mercy men, women and
children.”
Buckley also described the practice of cannibalism
between the warring tribes of the area, including the
practice of eating flesh from the legs of slain warriors
which “was greedily devoured by these savages.” He
mentions their practice of mortuary cannibalism for love,
relating that “they eat also the flesh of their own children
to whom they have been much attached should they die
a natural death,” and described how:
They have a brutal aversion to children who happen to be
deformed at their birth. I saw the brains of one dashed
out at a blow, and a boy belonging to the same woman
made to eat the mangled remains. The act of cannibalism
was accounted for in this way. The woman at particular
seasons of the moon, was out of her senses; the moon—
as they thought—having affected the child also; and
certainly it had a very singular appearance. This caused
the husband to deny his being the father, and the reason
given for making the boy eat the child was, that some evil
would befall him of he had not done so.[23]

Tatz ignores Buckley’s detailed eyewitness account of
Aboriginal cannibalism, falsely claiming that “we do not
have a single eyewitness account of Aboriginal
cannibalism.” When the Australian politician Pauline
Hanson referred to the Aboriginal practice of cannibalism
in 1997, an incensed Tatz equated it with “the blood libel
against the Jews,” claiming “the Hanson vilification about
cannibalism is not of the same magnitude or
consequence, but it is very much in the same
genre.”[24]
The anthropological record totally undermines Tatz’s
preferred narrative that the current epidemic of violence
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in Aboriginal communities is an historical aberration that
can be attributed to their “genocide” and victimization at
the hands of Whites. The above referenced Stephanie
Jarrett notes that violence and abuse against women and
children in Aboriginal communities are currently at
“catastrophic levels” and that “It is important to
acknowledge [the] link between today’s Aboriginal
violence and violent, pre-contact tradition, because until
policymakers are honest in their assessment of the
causes, Aboriginal people can never be liberated from
violence. … Deep cultural change is necessary, away
from traditional norms and practices of violence.”[25]
Aboriginal woman Bess Price, in her forward to Jarrett’s
book pointed out that “my own body is scarred by
domestic violence” and noted that “Aboriginal people
have to acknowledge the truth. We can’t blame all of our
problems on the white man.”[26]

The late political cartoonist Bill Leak drops a truth bomb

Given the anthropological record, it is hardly surprising
that today’s Aborigines are ten times more likely to
commit homicide than Europeans and are ten to fifteen
times more likely to commit a serious assault. The latest
statistics from the Australian Institute of Health and
Welfare show that Aboriginal women are 32 times more
likely than non-Aboriginal women to be hospitalized
because of family violence. Similarly, Aboriginal men are
23 times more likely to be hospitalized. Two in five
homicide victims (41 percent) were killed by a current or
former partner, compared with one in five homicide
victims. Aboriginal communities suffer Australia’s worst
rates of family violence, which are causing Aboriginal
women to be hospitalized at 35 times the rate of nonAboriginal women. Aborigines are, consequently, vastly
overrepresented in Australia’s prison population.
It is common to blame White Australia for this
astounding level of incarceration. Richard Lynn cites an
Australian sociologist who argues that “the key general
cause of the perceived criminalisation of Aborigines is
universally perceived to be socioeconomic deprivation
and consequential exclusion” and that “the underlying
issues
of
unemployment,
poverty,
ill-health,
dispossession, and disenfranchisement are the causes of
the over-involvement of Aborigines in prison” and that
these are themselves “the product of indirect
discrimination.” Lynn notes wryly that: “Thus it is the
Europeans who are responsible for the high crime rates
of the Aborigines.”[27]
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and offer compensation to the alleged victims and their
families.

In 2008, then Prime Minister Kevin Rudd issued a formal
apology, declaring “for the removal of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander children from their families, their
communities, and their country. For the pain, suffering
and hurt of these Stolen Generations, their descendants
and for their families left behind, we say sorry.”

Colin Tatz has made the “Stolen Generations” the
lynchpin of the “genocide” charge he levels against White
Australia. The myth of the “Stolen Generations” was born
in 1981 with the publication of a short pamphlet by a
postgraduate history student, Peter Read, who argued
that
part-Aboriginal
children
were
systematically
removed to separate them from the rest of their race,
claiming that “welfare officers, removing children solely
because they were Aboriginal, intended and arranged
that they should lose their Aboriginality, and that they
should never return home.” He based this controversial
thesis on interviews with Aborigines about their
experiences with the welfare system, and his research
into the New South Wales official records, from which he
asserted that 5,625, or up to one in six Aboriginal
children had been taken in New South Wales with the
intent of permanent removal from their culture between
1883 and 1969.
Read, who wrote his pamphlet “at white heat in a single
day,” initially wanted to call it “The Lost Generations” but
his wife thought this too bland and suggested the more
polemical “Stolen Generations.” Following its enthusiastic
reception on the radical Left, Read, who later became
Professor of History at the University of Sydney,
hardened his thesis to claim Australian authorities sought
not just to end Aboriginal culture, but to physically
eliminate Aborigines altogether: “Their extinction, it
seemed, would not occur naturally after all, but would
have to be arranged.” In later writings, he drew an
explicit analogy between the “Stolen Generations” and
“the Holocaust.”[1]
Read’s thesis was the default assumption for the
polemical Bringing Them Home report of 1997, the result
of an inquiry by the Human Rights and Equal Opportunity
Commission, which claimed that, in various parts of the
country, up to one in five Aboriginal children were
forcibly removed from their families during the sixty
years prior to 1970. This report relied on the anonymous
and unverified testimony of people claiming to have been
affected by removals. Echoing the later pamphlet by
Read, a finding of genocide was presented: the removals
were intended to “absorb,” “merge” and “assimilate” the
children, “so that Aborigines as a distinct group would
disappear.” It urged the federal government to apologize

Two decades after the publication of Read’s pamphlet,
historian Keith Windschuttle took the trouble to examine
all 1,200 pages of records Read claimed to have studied,
and found his research and conclusions, the two
foundational props of the Stolen Generations myth, were
filled with errors and distortions.[2] Tatz’s response to
this devastating critique of Read’s figures and
methodology is to label Windschuttle a “denier,” and
insist “debates about quantification in genocide context
are not a key issue. The fulcrum is intent, and the nature
of
the
act(s)
rather
than
raw
numbers
or
percentages.”[3] Thus, when the alleged actions that
form the basis of the “Stolen Generations” charge are
shown to be bogus, Tatz resorts to arguing this is
ultimately irrelevant because “intent” is sufficient for the
charge to be levelled: “Did such actions occur? In any
discussion of genocide, the intent rather than the motive
and the actual outcome is all that matters.”[4]
Tatz continues to cite Read’s pamphlet as a trusted
source, and to assert that Aboriginal children were
removed as part of a genocidal policy of assimilating
them into the White Australian population. He also
continues to recycle the totally discredited claim that
100,000 part-Aboriginal children were removed even
though fellow “Stolen Generations” propagandist Robert
Manne acknowledges the 100,000 number, contained in
the Bringing Them Home report, is entirely spurious, the
result of a journalist’s misunderstanding of an
observation by Peter Read but then uncritically recycled
during in the Bringing Them Home report, and repeated
on many occasions since.[5]
After carefully combing through the public records,
Windschuttle put the total number of Aboriginal children
taken into care from 1880 to 1970 in all states and
territories of Australia at 8,250. This figure includes
children fostered or adopted into White families, those
forcibly or voluntarily separated from their parents for
good (and sometimes bad) reasons, those sent with
parents’ consent to be educated and trained elsewhere,
and those taken away because they were neglected or
abused by their parents.[6] Windschuttle found no
evidence of any policy by any state or federal
government to steal children from parents to eliminate
the Aboriginal race.
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found that Gunner had been sent to Alice Springs by his
mother for schooling, and Cubillo had been rescued from
a bush camp where she was found abandoned by her
father, her mother dead and her grandmother far away.
Witnesses in the case who also signed up were all shown
not to have been “stolen.”

Despite Windschuttle’s debunking of the “Stolen
Generations” myth, Tatz continues to assert that
Aboriginal child removals, rather than motivated by
concerns for child welfare, were prompted by White
authorities responding to its “Aboriginal problem” by
finding a “solution in biology” based on “the forcible
removal of Aboriginal children from their parents, and
their subsequent assimilation by intermarriage into white
society.”[7] To support this contention, he cites a handful
of statements made by White Australian clergymen and
bureaucrats at various points in the twentieth century,
such as a brief statement from a national summit at
Canberra in 1937 that: “The destiny of the natives of
Aboriginal origin, but not of full blood, lies in their
ultimate absorption by the people of the Commonwealth
and it is therefore recommended that all efforts shall be
directed to this end.”[8]
Tatz takes for granted the desire expressed in this and
similar
statements
(to
assimilate
mixed-descent
Aborigines into the White Australian population) is
“genocidal,” claiming that such ideas “go to the heart of
genocidal thought and action, resorting to biological
solutions to social and racial problems.”[9] He also
regards historical laws banning Aboriginal intermarriage
with Europeans as a viciously racist “intrusion into
marriage and sexual relations.”[10] White Australians are
thus condemned for promoting the genetic assimilation
of Aborigines and for preventing it.
Despite the statements Tatz cites as evidence to support
his genocide charge, there is no evidence such views
ever gained wide support or were translated into
government policy. Historian Bain Attwood notes how
“these statements of intent” are invariably “mistaken for
action(s)” by the likes of Tatz and Manne who, in their
writings, seem to assume the espousers of such views
“won broad acceptance for their eugenicist policies and
were able to implement them,” when the reality is that “a
close reading of the historical record of actions does not
support this claim.”[11]
Despite their strident claims, Tatz and Manne have, as
conservative journalist Andrew Bolt repeatedly points
out, been unable to identify even ten children “stolen”
just for being Aboriginal. The judiciary in the Northern
Territory has been unable to find any evidence of a
“stolen generation,” despite a huge test case and
subsequent appeal. Activist lawyers picked Lorna Cubillo
and Peter Gunner as their first and best two claimants
from among 550 people in the Northern Territory who
registered with them as having been “stolen” for being
Aboriginal. The Howard government in power at the time
fought the claims and won. The Federal Court in 2000

After going through the records of Aboriginal policy in the
Northern Territory, the judge ruled that the “evidence
does not support a finding that there was any policy of
removal of part-Aboriginal children such as that alleged
by the applicants.” That finding was upheld on appeal
and no evidence to the contrary has emerged since that
finding. Court cases in Western Australia and South
Australia have likewise found no proof children were
“stolen” from their families just for being Aboriginal,
rather than for being abandoned or abused. Those
claiming to be “stolen” have, on closer checking, turned
out to have been rescued instead—just as authorities still
rescue Aboriginal children today.
Tatz claims in his book Australia’s Unthinkable Genocide
that officials in Victoria in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries used their “powers to remove
children of mixed descent, to absorb them physically and
culturally and so end their Aboriginality” with between
20,000 and 35,000 children taken away “to institutions
to extinguish their Aboriginality” and that this “became a
cornerstone
of
action
by
state
and
federal
administrators.”[12] He neglects to mention that the
Victorian Labor government was informed by its specially
appointed Stolen Generations Taskforce in 2003 that
while some 36 organizations were now helping the
state’s “stolen generations,” not one truly “stolen” child
could be found. In fact, the Aboriginal-led taskforce
admitted that in the entire history of Victoria there had
been “no formal policy for removing children.”
In Western Australia, a Supreme Court judge rejected
claims there was ever any official program in the state to
implement a “Stolen Generations” policy of forced
assimilation into the White Australian community. Justice
Pritchard dismissed damages claims by the Aborigines
Don and Sylvia Collard and seven of their 14 children
removed or made state wards. She specifically dealt with
a claim that the children were removed “pursuant to a
policy of assimilation of aboriginal children,” instead
finding they were removed to safeguard their physical
welfare, finding “the references to ‘assimilation’ in the
evidence I have set out above are not sufficient to
support a finding on the balance of probabilities that at
the time of the wardships there was, within the
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Department of Native Welfare or the Child Welfare
Department, the pursuit of a policy of assimilation of
aboriginal people into white Australian society through
the wardship of aboriginal children.”
In truth, the so-called “Stolen Generations” saved
thousands of children from systematic abuse, neglect
and molestation. Figures released in 2016 by the
Australian government Institute for Family Studies show
that nearly 17,000 Aboriginal children are in out-of-home
care, up 65 percent since former Prime Minister Kevin
Rudd’s apology to the “Stolen Generations” in 2008.
Reflecting on these figures, an incensed Greens MP
recently declared: “It’s just ludicrous. Saying sorry (for
the ‘Stolen Generations’), say you’re not going to do it
again, and we still continue to see our children being
ripped out of mothers’ arms.” The ABC interviewed a
“stolen generations survivor” who likewise complained
that this alleged child-stealing was still happening: “They
have to stop taking our kids.” The ABC failed to explain
that these children—like the “stolen generations” before
them—were taken to save them from being neglected,
starved, bashed or raped. Aboriginal children are today
five times more likely to be hospitalized for assault and
almost ten times more likely to be taken into care.
“Justification of genocidal practices”
Tatz labels any justification for the removal of Aboriginal
children on welfare grounds as “lame attempts at
justification of genocidal practices.” Nor, apparently,
does it concern him that the “Stolen Generations” myth
he so zealously propagates is killing Aboriginal children
today by making authorities reluctant to save Aboriginal
children from dangers that would once have prompted
immediate intervention. The “Stolen Generations” myth
necessitates denying that Aboriginal children are being
removed today for good reasons as this implicitly
concedes that the “Stolen Generations” were very likely
removed for good reasons too. The results of this
particularly noxious brand of anti-White activism are
truly horrific for Aboriginal children today.
Earlier this year, the Northern Territory’s child protection
minister refused to rule out allowing a toddler who had
been raped in a suburban home in an Aboriginal
community in Tennant Creek from returning to the same
house where the rape had occurred. The house was in an
area locals call “The Bronx,” notorious for alcohol-fueled
violence. A subsequent investigation found the girl, who
was infected with a sexually transmitted disease, was
raped in an entirely foreseeable attack. Child protection
services received 52 reports on the children in the family
documenting “all possible harm types” including
experiences of, and exposure to, domestic violence and
parental substance abuse, truancy, neglect, emotional
harm, physical harm and sexual abuse of children. Police
had 150 “recorded interactions” with the child’s parents
and siblings. Only after being raped was the child and
her brother removed from their mother’s care by the
Department of Child Protection South Australia.
In Queensland, officials took an Aboriginal girl from her
White foster parents and returned her to the
dysfunctional Aurukun Aboriginal community, where she
was pack-raped again.
An epidemic of similar cases in Aboriginal communities in
the Northern Territory necessitated a direct military
intervention by the Howard government over a decade
ago. A long-serving pediatrician who worked in Alice
Springs in the Northern Territory, Tors Clothier, notes
that child abuse is rife in remote Aboriginal communities

and doubts many Aboriginal females made it to puberty
without experiencing unwanted sexual attention: “Abuse
is rife. I thought vividly of the case of a seven-month-old
child who was badly raped years ago and died from her
injuries. My impression was that sexual and physical
abuse of children was common.” Clothier said that during
his long career he had become increasingly frustrated
with the reluctance of child protection services to protect
at-risk children: “Clearly with the spectre of the Stolen
Generations hanging in the background, people are
reluctant to take away kids. … The children that were
being injured or neglected or physically abused were not
at the apex of the triangle where they should have
been.”
The Australian recently reported that “Child protection
authorities are overwhelmed by the scale of neglect and
under-reported sexual activity involving children in the
Northern Territory, which has seen rates of sexually
transmitted infections soar over the past decade.” In the
decade between 2006 and 2016, “the numbers of notified
cases of childhood STIs rose by as much as 180 percent
for some diseases. Underage Aboriginal girls are now
almost 60 times more likely to contract syphilis than
their non-Aboriginal counterparts and 30 times more
likely to contract gonorrhea or trichomoniasis, according
to official figures.” These figures reveal the horrifying
extent of child sexual abuse in Aboriginal communities.
Aboriginal men made up two-thirds of all those charged
in the Northern Territory with child sexual offences over
the past ten years, despite Aboriginal people only
comprising one-third of the Territory’s population.

Former Northern Territory child protection minister John
Elferink has attacked agencies who, because of the
“Stolen Generations” myth, are now reluctant to remove
at-risk children, noting how “On one occasion I had to
support my department CEO’s sacking of a manager
because that manager endorsed an underage marriage
rather than protect the child because the manager
unilaterally decided it was culturally acceptable. Sadly,
kinship care as a concept has decayed into simply
making excuses for child abuse for cultural reasons.
Genital mutilation is one such example.”
Tatz slams politicians and bureaucrats for banning
Aboriginal rituals like circumcision and subincision [the
slitting open of the male urethra] and child marriage,
which he regards as unwarranted intrusions into
traditional Aboriginal culture which he regards as having
“world’s best practices in terms of child-rearing.”[13]
Among these “world’s best practices” banned by the
White authorities was the practice of the “intercision of
the girls at the age of puberty. The vagina is cut with
glass by the old men, and that involves a great deal of
suffering.”[14]
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The Australian recently observed how that “the shadow
cast by the Stolen Generations has meant authorities
(not only in the Territory) are extremely reluctant to
remove at-risk children from their families, and preferred
placement with relatives may not eliminate the risk.”
Aboriginal woman Jacinta Price noted that “Many of us
who have known of the sex abuse horrors for years have
been trying to reveal the truth while others have
attempted to shut us down. Claims of ‘racism’ and
‘impacts of colonisation’ have been the easy distraction
from this disgraceful situation, which is all too prevalent
in some Aboriginal communities.”
None of this dissuades Tatz from opposing the removal of
Aboriginal children from dangerous homes. Instead he
maintains that:
The paradigm of Aboriginal families as sites of danger
and risk for their children continues to be rolled out to
endorse ongoing removals and to raise public support for
stricter
levels
of
government
intervention
and
management, ostensibly to improve health and wellbeing.
The Federal Government used allegations that child
sexual abuse was rife in Indigenous communities to
validate the invasive actions of the Northern Territory
Intervention. The West Australian government made
similar claims in threatening to close up to 150
communities. The forced removal of Aboriginal children
remains an integral process of the Australian settler
colony.
This shift has been accompanied by greater prevalence of
populist racist characterisations of neglect and abuse as
pertaining to cultural and individual Indigenous deficits
rather than founded in colonial experiences and systemic
disadvantage. Fears of so-called problem populations—
Indigenous, ethnic, refugees and asylum seekers—
threaten national security and peace. Global terrorism
generates dehumanising of “problem populations” and
support for harsh solutions that hark back to carceral
institutions for Indigenous populations in settler colonial
states.[15]

Instead of being “founded in colonial experiences and
systemic disadvantage,” the anthropological evidence
shows that extreme physical and sexual abuse of women
and children was a normative part of pre-contact
Aboriginal culture. Historian John Kimm points out that
“the sexual use of young girls by older men, indeed often
much older men, was an intrinsic part of Aboriginal
culture, a heritage that cannot easily be denied.”[16]
Playwright and author Louis Nowra concurs: “Despite
local variation, there is a consistent pattern of Aboriginal
men’s treatment of women that was harsh, sexually
aggressive (gang-rape for instance) and, in our term,
misogynist. Given its pervasive nature across the whole
of Australia, we can say that it was ancient and longlasting.”[17]
Nowra cites an anthropologist in Queensland who
described how, at the turn of the twentieth century when
a girl of the Pitta-Pitta tribe first showed signs of
puberty, “several men would drag her into the bush and
forcibly enlarge her vaginal orifice by tearing it
downwards with the first three fingers wound round and
round with opossum string. Other men come forward
from all directions, and the struggling victim has to
submit in rotation to promiscuous coition with all the
‘bucks’ present.” Even worse was his description of
practices around Glenormiston in Victoria, where: “A
group of men, with cooperation from old women, ambush
a young woman, and pin her so an old man can slit up
the shrieking girl’s perineum with a stone knife, followed
by sweeping three fingers round the inside of the vaginal
orifice. She is next compelled to undergo copulation with

all the bucks present; again the same night, and a third
time, on the following morning.”[18]
In traditional Aboriginal culture there are no age
restrictions at which a girl would be delivered up to a
much older man, and it was not an “uncommon
occurrence to see an individual carrying on his shoulder
his little child-wife who is perhaps too tired to toddle any
further.” In 1905 the local telegraph operator in
Queensland reported that a five-year old half-caste girl,
Polly, was taken by an Aboriginal man who, with others,
raped her over two days. The operator noted that such
actions “are very common among the men.”[19]

John Elferink observes that too many children were being
“left in harm’s way because we have become gun-shy of
trampling on culture” by removing them: “if we accept
the notion that cultural practices justify the suspension of
the human rights of a child then we need to be prepared
to accept that we support the notion that children will be
in sexual relationships.”
Conclusion
The decades-long propagation of the genocide charge
against White Australians by Tony Barta, Colin Tatz and a
phalanx of other Jewish academics and intellectuals is an
especially pernicious example of Jewish ethnic warfare
through the construction of culture—in this case
Australia’s historical narrative. In levelling the “genocide”
charge these ethnic activists seek to exercise the kind of
psychological leverage that has been used with such
devastating effect against generations of Germans and
the West in general (e.g., in the UK, the legacy of slavery
and colonialism; in the U.S., the legacy of slavery and
Jim Crow laws). This is evident in their willingness to
liken rejection of, or even ambivalence toward, their
tendentious assertion that “Australia is a nation built on
genocide” to “Holocaust denial.” This inculcation of guilt
among White Australian for their supposed “genocide” of
Aborigines is ultimately about suppressing opposition to
non-White immigration and multiculturalism—policies
that have the universal support of Australia’s Jewish
activist organizations.
Given Tatz’s fervent support for Israel, despite that
nation’s history of ethnic cleansing and harshly restrictive
policies against all non-Jewish migrants and refugees, his
sanctimonious words about the alleged historical sins and
moral failings of White Australians are exposed for what
they are: a mask for Jewish ethnic aggression against a
feared and reviled outgroup. He informs his readers that
if his “writing comes across as passionate, so be it,”
insisting there “can be no dispassion in matters of race,
let alone genocide.”[20] While blatant activism should
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evoke
discomfort
in
the
academy—given
its
incompatibility with detached reflection and scholarly
objectivity and integrity, Tatz is unusually upfront about
his agenda: “My bias is clear,” he affirms in Obstacle
Race, his major treatise on the racism that is supposedly
ubiquitous in Australian sport: “it is pro-Aboriginal in
most things and anti-racist [i.e., anti-White] in all
things.”[21]
Observing how ethic activism permeates Tatz’s work,
Tony Barta notes how he has made “everything he wrote
a political intervention. He made sport an activist
concept. He made Aboriginal Affairs an activist site.”[22]
One Jewish source implicitly acknowledges the truth: that
Tatz is not an objective, truth-seeking academic but a
shameless ethnic activist and anti-White propagandist.
He “does not pretend to be detached,” and beneath the
thin veneer of scholarly objectivity, “the emotion
ripples.” This emotion leads him to dismiss all
inconvenient facts which undermine the anti-White
narrative he has assiduously constructed: the extremely
low mean IQ of Australia’s Aborigines, their pre-contact
history of extreme violence and sexual assault (especially
against women and children), and the real reasons for
Aboriginal child removals in the twentieth century. Given
the suffering of Aboriginal children not removed from
their families because of this activism, it’s clear that Tatz
does not even have the best interests of the Aborigines
at heart.
Tatz lets the truth be damned and instead propagates
“noble lies” intended to make White Australian feel guilty
and Aborigines feel good by blaming their endemic
dysfunction on Whites. This tactic is motivated by the
Marxist-Leninist principle that the end justifies the
means. As the goal of overthrowing the White racial and
cultural domination in Australia is held to be a moral
imperative that trumps literally everything else—even
the interests of many of the supposed beneficiaries of
this activism—presenting blatantly false accounts as
authentic history, anthropology, and sociology is held to
be morally justified. Consistent with the postmodernist
argument that truth is only true when it benefits nonWhite minority groups, false accounts are not false if
they contribute to the anti-White narrative and nurture
White guilt and serve Jewish interests. The history of the
genocide charge against White Australia, and its
increasingly pernicious cultural and political ramifications,
is a salutary lesson in the dangers of ceding control of
people’s historical narrative to a hostile outgroup.
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Excerpt from Mein Kampf:

“The more I [A.Hitler] debated with them [Jews] the
more familiar I became with their argumentative tactics.
At the outset they counted upon the stupidity of their
opponents, but when they got so entangled that they
could not find a way out they played the trick of acting as
innocent simpletons. Should they fail, in spite of their
tricks of logic, they acted as if they could not understand
the counter arguments and bolted away to another field
of discussion. They would lay down truisms and
platitudes; and, if you accepted these, then they were
applied to other problems and matters of an essentially
different nature from the original theme. If you faced
them with this point they would escape again, and you
could not bring them to make any precise statement.
Whenever one tried to get a firm grip on any of these
apostles one’s hand grasped only jelly and slime which
slipped through the fingers and combined again into a
solid mass a moment afterwards. If your adversary felt
forced to give in to your argument, on account of the
observers present, and if you then thought that at last
you had gained ground, a surprise was in store for you
on the following day. The Jew would be utterly oblivious
to what had happened the day before, and he would start
once again by repeating his former absurdities, as if
nothing had happened. Should you become indignant
and remind him of yesterday’s defeat, he pretended
astonishment and could not remember anything, except
that on the previous day he had proved that his
statements
were
correct.
Sometimes
I
was
dumbfounded. I do not know what amazed me the
more–the abundance of their verbiage or the artful way
in which they dressed up their falsehoods.”
*https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2018/09/09/t
he-jewish-war-on-white-australia-colin-tatz-and-thegenocide-charge-part-four/
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More Hysteria and Hyperbole about Labour Anti-Semitism
By Tobias Langdon, September 2, 2018
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Jeremy Corbyn has a beard. So has Jonathan Sacks. But this
shared philopogony hasn’t brought the two men closer together.
Sacks is the former Chief Rabbi of Britain and, to be fair, I think
we would be better off if more Jews were like him. He doesn’t
seem to hate Whites and the Christian religion in the way so
many of his co-ethnics do.
Battle of the Beards
But that doesn’t mean Sacks is a reasonable or objective man
where his own race is concerned. He can be ethnocentric and
apply double standards with the best of them, as he’s just
proved by his comments on his fellow beardie:
Jeremy Corbyn is “an anti-Semite” who has “given
support to racists, terrorists and dealers of hate”, the
former chief rabbi Jonathan Sacks has said. In an
exclusive interview with the New Statesman, the peer
described Corbyn’s recently reported 2013 remarks on
“Zionists” as “the most offensive statement made by a
senior British politician since Enoch Powell’s 1968 ‘Rivers
of Blood’ speech”.
Sacks, who was chief rabbi from 1991 until 2013, added:
“It was divisive, hateful and like Powell’s speech it
undermines the existence of an entire group of British
citizens by depicting them as essentially alien.”
At a speech made at the Palestinian Return Centre in
London in 2013, Corbyn said of a group of British
“Zionists”: “They clearly have two problems. One is they
don’t want to study history and, secondly, having lived in
this country for a very long time, probably all their lives,
they don’t understand English irony either.” (Corbyn’s
“Zionist” remarks were “most offensive” since Enoch
Powell, says ex-chief rabbi, The New Statesman, 28th
August 2018)

Jonathan Sacks is given an award by
the war-criminal Tony Blair
Enoch Powell predicted that mass immigration would lead to
race war. Jeremy Corbyn said that some Zionists don’t get
“English irony.” Whether or not you agree with Powell, is it
reasonable to compare the words of the two men? Are they
“hateful” and “divisive” in a similar way? I’d say no, they’re
obviously not, and the vast majority of British Whites probably
agree with me.
Sacks doesn’t agree with me, and he has the Community with
him, according to the Jewish Chronicle: “Reform Rabbi Jonathan
Romain of Maidenhead Synagogue said that, while the Enoch
Powell analogy may have shocked people, ‘it accurately reflected
what most British Jews feel.’”
The poisoning of Britain’s politics
Well, if Rabbi Sacks and other Jews want anti-Semitism, I think
they should look much closer to home. This is from the
Jerusalem Post in 2007:
Sacks: Multiculturalism threatens democracy
Multiculturalism promotes segregation, stifles free
speech and threatens liberal democracy, Britain’s top
Jewish official warned in extracts from [a recently
published] book … Jonathan Sacks, Britain’s chief rabbi,
defined multiculturalism as an attempt to affirm Britain’s
diverse communities and make ethnic and religious
minorities more appreciated and respected. But in his
book, The Home We Build Together: Recreating Society,
he
said
the
movement
had
run
its
course.
“Multiculturalism has led not to integration but to

segregation,” Sacks wrote in his book, an extract of
which was published in the Times of London.
“Liberal democracy is in danger,” Sacks said, adding
later: “The politics of freedom risks descending into the
politics of fear.” Sacks said Britain’s politics had been
poisoned by the rise of identity politics, as minorities and
aggrieved groups jockeyed first for rights, then for
special treatment. The process, he said, began with Jews,
before being taken up by blacks, women and gays. He
said the effect had been “inexorably divisive.” “A culture
of victimhood sets group against group, each claiming
that its pain, injury, oppression, humiliation is greater
than that of others,” he said. In an interview with the
Times, Sacks said he wanted his book to be “politically
incorrect in the highest order.” (Sacks: Multiculturalism
threatens democracy, The Jerusalem Post, 20th October
2007; emphasis added)
So Sacks claimed that “Britain’s politics had been poisoned” by a
self-serving, self-pitying, self-aggrandizing ideology that “began
with Jews” and had been “inexorably divisive.” His claim is
absolutely classic anti-Semitism, peddling a stereotype of Jews
as subversive, manipulative and divisive outsiders whose selfish
agitation has done huge harm to a gentile society.
Sacks was right, of course: Jews do demand special treatment
and did indeed invent the “identity politics” that has poisoned
British politics (and American, Australian, French and Swedish
politics too).
By saying all that, Sacks was being far more “anti-Semitic” than
Jeremy Corbyn was, even by the harshest interpretation of
those comments on Zionists. Furthermore, Sacks has proved
that Corbyn was right. Zionists do lack irony. In 2007 Sacks, a
staunch Zionist, claimed that the “poisoning” of British politics
“began with Jews.” In 2018 he’s condemning Jeremy Corbyn for
saying something much milder about Zionists.
“Absolutely nothing apartheid about this”
And in 2018 Sacks is also offering a ridiculous defence of a new
law in his beloved land of Israel:
Asked by the New Statesman to comment on Israel’s new
nationality law, which states that the Jewish people have
“an exclusive right to national self-determination” in the
country and stripped the Arab language of its official
status, Sacks said: “I’m not an expert on this. My brother
is, I’m not, he’s a lawyer in Jerusalem, he tells me that
there’s absolutely nothing apartheid about this, it’s just
correcting a lacuna. … As far as I understand, it’s a
technical process that has none of the implications that
have been levelled at it.”
*Corbyn’s “Zionist” remarks were “most offensive” since
Enoch Powell, says ex-chief rabbi
When Sacks said there was “absolutely nothing apartheid about
this,” he was protesting too much. He is clearly uncomfortable
about the new law and struggling to defend it, which is why his
usual fluency deserted him when he spoke to the New
Statesman. One “levels” accusations, not implications. And the
implications of the new law are perfectly clear, which is why
Sacks was driven to waffle about “a technical process.” Yes, the
law is a technical process whereby Arabs are defined as secondclass citizens and Jewish supremacism is openly proclaimed as
the guiding principle of the Israeli state.
Of Monkeys and Men
I’m sure that one of Sacks’ heroes, the great Jewish philosopher
and Talmudic scholar Maimonides (c. 1135-1208), would have
applauded the new law. This is what Maimonides wrote in his
hugely influential Guide for the Perplexed (c. 1190), one of the
most revered and respected texts in the three thousand years of
Judaism:
The people who are abroad are all those that have no
religion, neither one based on speculation nor one
received by tradition. Such are the extreme Turks that
wander about in the north, the Kushites [Blacks] who live
in the south, and those in our country who are like these.
I consider these as irrational beings, and not as human
beings; they are below mankind, but above monkeys,
since they have the form and shape of man, and a mental
faculty above that of the monkey.
*Guide for the Perplexed, Book 3, chapter 51
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Now that is racism, ladies and gentlemen. And if you want proof
that Maimonides’ poisonous ideas are alive and well in the
Jewish world today, look no further than Yitzchak Yosef, the
Sephardic Chief Rabbi in Israel, who was condemned this very
year for “calling black people ‘monkeys’.” Rabbi Yosef has visited
the headlines before: in 2016 he “stated that non-Jews should
not be allowed to live in Israel, except to serve the Jewish
population.” The Jewish Chronicle added that he “later reversed
this position.”

Rabbi Yitzchak Yosef
“Very, very good relations with the Jewish community”
Well, he might have said he no longer believed it, but that
wouldn’t be speaking the truth. Servitude for goyim, the
superiority of Jews and the subhumanity of Blacks are all
perfectly orthodox Jewish doctrines. Jews are not the
philanthropic egalitarians that they pretend to be, and Jonathan
Sacks was perfectly correct to describe them as poisoners of

British politics. He himself has upended another vat of poison by
joining in the hysteria and hyperbole about Jeremy Corbyn’s
mild comments on Zionists.
Let’s compare Corbyn with the shabbos goy Tony Blair, who
gave Sacks a “Lifetime Achievement Award” in February this
year and hailed Sacks as “one of my heroes.” According to the
Jewish Chronicle, Blair “was conscious of the need to have very,
very good relations” with “the Jewish community.”
In other words, the tiny Jewish minority pulled Blair’s strings. At
the behest of his Jewish “fundraiser” Lord Levy, Blair lied Britain
into a hugely expensive war on Iraq that killed vast numbers of
innocent civilians, fomented sectarian strife in the Middle East
and terrorism in Europe, and led directly to the rise of Islamic
State. Jeremy Corbyn resolutely opposed the war and predicted
its dire consequences. Blair is a liar, confidence-trickster and
war-criminal who will one day, I hope, face the death-penalty
for what he and his Jewish immigration minister Barbara Roche
did to Britain. Jeremy Corbyn, by contrast, is a virtue-signalling
Marxist idiot who opposes war and the military-industrial
complex.
But Blair obeyed Jewish orders and Corbyn doesn’t. That’s why
Blair is now worth more than £60 million and Corbyn is
endlessly vilified in the British media. Few British Whites know
the term “ethnocentrism,” but more and more of them can see
the Jews practising it.
*https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2018/09/02/p
oison-for-the-goyim-more-hysteria-and-hyperbole-aboutlabour-anti-semitism/

________________________________________________
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In Trump’s rise, Michael Moore sees the hallmarks of Hitler
Filmmaker says Nazi imagery in ‘Fahrenheit 11/9’ part of his call to action against US
president; ‘History doesn’t look kindly on good Germans who were silent’
By Jake Coyle Today, 2:37 am

Michael Moore attends the "Fahrenheit 11/9" premiere
during the 2018 Toronto International Film Festival at
Ryerson Theatre on September 6, 2018, in Toronto,
Canada. (Presley Ann/Getty Images/AFP)
TORONTO (AP) — At the premiere of Michael Moore’s
“Fahrenheit 11/9,” the filmmaker’s impassioned and portentous
documentary about Donald Trump and the conditions that led to
his presidency, Moore brought to the stage several Parkland,
Florida, students who appear briefly in the film. “Generation of
hope!” called out an audience member.
“No, I’m against hope,” corrected Moore. “Hope was back then
with Obama. I’m for a generation of action.”
Moore’s latest film is, on the surface, predictable. That the 64year-old activist filmmaker would turn his camera on Trump’s
rise wouldn’t surprise anyone. What might is how much he also
turns it on Democratic leaders, President Barack Obama and
even himself. “This movie is about us as much as it is about

Trump,” he said in a recent interview as his New York office
where he was frantically putting the finishing touches on
“Fahrenheit 11/9.” Outside a chalkboard quoted Walt Whitman:
“Resist much, obey little.”
“I want all of us to figure out: What was our role in not stopping
this long ago? And who are we as Americans?” Moore says.
But even while Moore finds much to celebrate in the film — the
Women’s March, the West Virginia teachers union strike, New
York congressional candidate Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez — he’s
plagued by despair. He feels America is hanging tenuously by a
thread, and that Trump is one national emergency — real or
artificial — away from taking authoritarian control. In scenes
that what will surely only enflame his critics, Moore thoroughly
considers comparisons of Trump to Hitler, including one in which
he plays audio of Trump at a rally over black-and-white video of
a Hitler speech.
For Moore, the present moment is that precarious.
“I’m usually quite optimistic that I think a film can have an
impact and that we’re going to get ourselves out of this,
whether it’s the Iraq War, whether it’s mass shootings, whether
it’s the collapse of the middle class. If I were completely honest
with you, I can’t tell you that. This is not like anything we’ve
been through,” Moore says, scratching his head beneath his ball
cap. “I wonder, in the new world order of things — including the
possibility of a two-term Trump — is this the last film?”
Just as Moore before the election warned liberals that they
weren’t taking Trump seriously enough, “Fahrenheit 11/9” is an
urgent call to action. “This is beyond voting to me,” he says. He
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wants people not to sleep at night after seeing it. He wants
people in the streets.
Film critics in Toronto largely hailed it as Moore’s most vital film
in years, and a “much needed punch in the gut,” though others
wondered if his Hitler rhetoric wasn’t too extreme. More
conservative reaction from outside the left-leaning movie world
was, as expected, less enthusiastic. The Drudge Report blared in
response to Moore’s Hitler comparisons for Trump: “This is war.”
The movie, which will be released nationwide Sept. 21, is a kind
of sequel to Moore’s George W. Bush doc, “Fahrenheit 9/11,”
which still ranks as the top documentary at the box office. The
date this time refers to the early morning when Trump was
declared the winner of the 2016 election.
Moore reserves some of harshest criticism in “Fahrenheit 11/9”
for Obama, whom he says helped pave the way for Trump.
Though Moore still considers voting for Obama one of his best
days as an American citizen, he says he was crushed when the
former president came to his hometown of Flint, Michigan, and
tried to pacify the outrage over the water crisis.
And Moore thinks Obama has spent too much time on the
sidelines since departing the White House.

Michael Moore speaks at the “We Stand United” rally on
the
eve
of
US
President-elect
Donald
Trump’s
inauguration outside Trump International Hotel and
Tower in New York on January 19, 2017. AFP/Bryan R.
Smith)
“Everything that’s good about him should be in play right now,”
Moore says of Obama. “This sort of retired president, elder
statesman — we have no time to lose. He should not want
history recording his role right now as silence. History doesn’t
look kindly on good Germans who were silent.”
Obama on Friday made his most critical comments yet on
Trump, accusing him of “capitalizing on resentment” and calling
on voters to flock to the midterm elections.
But for Moore, Flint’s story is a symbol of the poisoning of
American democracy. He isn’t without regrets of his own. In the
film, Moore replays a meeting of his years ago with Trump and
Roseanne Barr, notes that Jared Kushner threw a premiere party
for his film “Sicko,” and that Steve Bannon — who’s shown
expressing his admiration for Moore’s filmmaking, if not his
politics — had a hand in distributing the DVD release for one of
his films.
“Hitler and Trump are not the same thing. But you are making a
foolish mistake if you do not at least take a look at history and
the patterns of history and how the manipulation of fear, the
manipulation of the public works,” says Moore. “I’m not a skyis-falling person. I don’t believe in conspiracy theories. But I am
conscious enough to see what’s going on. And anyone who’s still
thinking ‘it’s not that bad,’ ‘it’s not going to get that bad,’ it’s
time to wake up.”
*https://www.timesofisrael.com/in-trumps-risemichaelmoore-sees-the-hallmarks-of-hitler/

********
Nazi spies awarded fake medals after war by
their MI5 controller

Owen Bowcott, Mon 10 Sep 2018 09.01 AEST
Last modified on Mon 10 Sep 2018 19.52 AEST
Two fascist spies were awarded fake Nazi medals after the end
of the second world war by an MI5 officer who penetrated their
secret network, a newly published book on wartime espionage
has revealed.
Copies of German bronze honours for non-combat gallantry
were commissioned from the Royal Mint and presented at a
covert ceremony in January 1946 to both British citizens by Eric
Roberts, a former bank clerk who spent years impersonating a
Gestapo officer.
The extraordinary counter-intelligence deception conducted by
MI5 is revealed in Agent Jack by the journalist Robert Hutton
which details Robert’s outwardly unassuming life.
A father of three who lived in Epsom, Surrey, Roberts had been
recruited by MI5 in the 1930s to infiltrate the British Union of
Fascists.

The Iron Cross given to Hans Kohout was made in the
Royal Mint Photograph: Handout
During the war, Roberts, masquerading as ‘Jack King’,
established a network of 500 Nazi sympathisers including an
inner group who supplied him with intelligence in the belief it
was being sent to Berlin.The operation was masterminded by
Victor Rothschild, the scientist and heir to the banking fortune
who was head of MI5’s anti-sabotage unit.
Two of the most active fascist informants were Marita Perigoe
and Hans Kohout. Separated from her husband, Bernard, who
had been interned for most of the war, Perigoe had been
responsible for helping Roberts build the network and had also
stolen design secrets from Rolls-Royce, makers of the Merlin
engine that powered the Spitfire.

Eric Roberts set up a network of 500 sympathisers. He
duped them into believing their intelligence would be
sent to Berlin. Photograph: Handout
Kohout had been born in Austria but moved to Britain, taking
citizenship in 1936. An expert in aluminium foil manufacture, he
passed Roberts secrets including details of the Mosquito plane,
early British night vision technology and Window – the chaff
technology used to fool German radar.
He even told Roberts there was an important government base
at Bletchley Park – home to Britain’s codebreaking efforts. When
senior MI5 officers heard, they told Roberts that on no account
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was Kohout to go near the place. “Kohout was arguably
Germany’s most effective spy in Britain during the war,” Hutton
writes. “His tragedy is that none of his reports went further than
MI5 headquarters.”
At the end of the war, MI5 decided not to prosecute any of the
‘Fifth Column’ – partly because it did not want the Home Office
to discover what it had been doing. According to Hutton, the
operation was so controversial that details were kept out of
reports sent to Winston Churchill.
To keep Kohout and Perigoe sweet after the end of the conflict
and maintain contacts inside the fascist movement, MI5 decided
to present them with medals.
Rothschild
instructed
his
assistant
to
obtain
‘Kriegsverdienstkreuz second class’ German medals and asked
the Royal Mint, which the Rothschild family owned, if they could
make copies.
After receiving the medals, Perigoe and Kohout were, an MI5
note records, “extremely gratified”. Perigoe announced she
would keep hers in the stuffing of her armchair.

“There were quite a few of these medals around at the end of
the war,” said Hutton. “So it’s quite possible they were given
genuine ones. But the records do suggest that having spent the
war as fake German spies, Perigoe and Kohout finished it
receiving Nazi medals that were forged by the world’s most
famous Jewish bank.”
Hutton visited Kohout’s son Earnest in 2017. He had found the
medal among his father’s possessions after his death. “When he
asked his mother about it,” Hutton said, “she told him it had
been given to his grandfather for long service on the Austrian
railway. So he hung it on his toilet wall.”
Agent Jack: The True Story of MI5’s Secret Nazi Hunter.
Published on Monday by Weidenfeld & Nicolson.

*https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/sep/10/na
zi-spies-awarded-fake-medals-after-war-by-their-mi5controller
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Returning to The Holocaust

By Michael Moriarty
web posted September 10, 2018
century’s intensity of love for Elvis Presley and the
Beatles combined!
Leonard Bernstein and many other American composers
have continued to conduct the music of Richard Wagner
throughout their entire lives despite Wagner’s irreparable
contribution to German anti-Semitism.
My firm belief?
Without Richard Wagner,
there would have been
no Chancellor of Germany
named
Adolf Hitler.
No Third Reich.
The Baby-Faced Nazi
No German National Socialism.
Soon I’ll be talking about and remembering and helping
No World War II!
to remind the world about the Holocaust. Why? A
And, perhaps, not even a World War I.
German film company is creating a documentary about
In my opinion, Richard Wagner (1813 – 1883) and his
the making of the television mini-series, Holocaust.
Ring of the Nibelung inspired, almost singlehandedly, the
I’ve ordered my first copy of the Holocaust series
rabid popularity of anti-Semitism in Germany, the
because it was filmed 40 years ago and I must see it
German super-nationalism that created World War I,
again before I do this! I want to get this interview right!
which gave us France’s cold-blooded revenge on
Well, as right as anyone can get an interview. Why? My
Germany, the Treaty of Versailles, which, combined with
life can be divided into at least two major parts:
the racist insanity of both Wagner and Hitler, gave us
B.H. and A.H.!
World War II.
Before Holocaust and After Holocaust.
That is what I will try to share in this coming interview.
Because of Holocaust and Holocaust only, I’m now
How successful will I be?
writing operas! Before Holocaust I was more than
Only God knows… but I trust Him and the Holy Trinity not
satisfied with my jazz, the chamber music I’ve composed
only with my life but, more importantly, with my soul.
and also my five symphonies. My first opera, however, is
***
already completed. 6 more are on the way.
Michael Moriarty is a Golden Globe and Emmy Awardwinning actor who starred in the landmark television
The 17 minute “Concert Overture” to the first opera,
series Law and Order from 1990 to 1994. His recent film
Richard Wagner in Hell, will soon be up this coming week
and TV credits include The Yellow Wallpaper, 12 Hours to
on my YouTube site The overture is basically a
Live, Santa Baby and Deadly Skies.
compilation of my first opera’s major symphonic themes.
Contact Michael at rainbowfamily2008@yahoo.com.
What has Richard Wagner to do with the Holocaust?
He can be found on Twitter at
Everything! More than everything really!!
*https://twitter.com/@MGMoriarty.
I firmly believe that without Richard Wagner, his Ring of
*Home
the Nibelung, his still vibrant opera house in Bayreuth
© 1996-2018, Enter Stage Right and/or its creators. All rights
and his now 150-year-old renown as opera’s greatest
reserved.
*http://www.enterstageright.com/archive/articles/0918
superstar? The 19th and early 20th Century German
/holocaust.html
adoration for Wagner that certainly equaled the latter
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J.K. Rowling leads condemnation of
Australian artist's 'racist' cartoon of Serena Williams
By Michael Cavna, 11 September 2018 — 7:38am
For the second time in a month, Australian cartoonist
Author J.K. Rowling wrote on Twitter:
"Well done on reducing one of the greatest sportswomen
Mark Knight of Melbourne's Herald Sun is coming under
alive to racist and sexist tropes and turning a second
fire for how he renders black people. We lost a Bad Seed
great sportswoman into a faceless prop."
and the Bandit, but found the slippers and got back the
And British journalist Charles Thomson tweeted: "In 100
Mac, here are your weekly Spectrum entertainment news
years' time, this cartoon will be viewed no differently
highlights.
than old images of Jim Crow, or the newspaper cartoons
Over the weekend, Knight published his reaction to
drawn of Jack Johnson. Mark Knight has just drawn his
Saturday's US Open women's final - and in doing so,
way into the history books."
summoned the vile imagery popularised during the US's
Thomson's words note how Williams's athletic forebears Jim Crow era.
such great black champions of the early 20th century as
In the new cartoon, which mocks the heated exchanges
boxers Jack Johnson and Joe Louis - were often depicted
between runner-up Serena Williams and chair umpire
in cartoons of the era via Sambo caricatures.
Carlos Ramos, Knight depicts the 23-time Grand Slam
Knight responded on Twitter to US sportswriter Julie
champion as a child throwing a tantrum as the umpire
DiCaro who accused him of not treating male players the
says to eventual champion Naomi Osaka, "Can you just
same way by posting an older cartoon he'd drawn of Nick
let her win?"
Kyrgios: "Don't bring gender into it when it's all about
In doing so, Knight draws facial features reflecting the
behaviour," he wrote.
dehumanising Jim Crow caricatures so common in the
19th and 20th centuries. Knight's cartoon conjures up a
range of such caricatures that were branded on
memorabilia and popularised on stage and screen of the
era, including the minstrel-show character Topsy born
out of Uncle Tom's Cabin, as well as the title character in
1899's Little Black Sambo.
Such caricatures were parodied in the '60s by
underground comix creator R. Crumb through his
character Angelfood McSpade. Spike Lee - who, while
attending an earlier US Open round, hailed Williams'
greatness as on par with Muhammad Ali's - created a
powerful montage of such racist pop-culture caricatures
in his 2000 film Bamboozled.
In Saturday's women's final, Ramos charged Williams
with three violations, including a game violation, as
Osaka - the 20-year-old rising star who is of Japanese
and Haitian descent - went on to defeat Williams in
straight sets.
Mark Knight @Knightcartoons
Knight's sendup of that match is being criticised for how
Well Julie here’s a cartoon I drew a few days before when
he caricatured both finalists. His Osaka figure - given her
Australian male tennis player Kyrgios at the US Open was
behaving badly. Don’t bring gender into it when it’s all
light skin, thin frame and entirely blond hair - looks like a
about behaviour. I’ll accept your apology in writing
small white woman, some critics say.
In early August, for a cartoon about train-station safety
in Victoria, Knight also faced ire for how he drew faceless
black figures fighting in the background. Backlash
against the image included disgust from Melbourne
councillor Rohan Leppert, who wrote: "The racist
vilification of Melburnians from the Herald Sun continues
apace. Utterly shameful."

----------------------------Washington Post, Fairfax Media

*View all comments
*https://www.smh.com.au/entertainment/art-anddesign/j-k-rowling-leads-condemnation-of-australianartist-s-racist-cartoon-of-serena-williams-20180911p502yl.html
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